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Computers .as -a siippleinent to 'col-lege-and-university teaching were a:
.direcv"outcome of earl ter teaching machines, in Which a student's.

- 'response would.deterelpe- the next sequence of_ learnincectivity..'
WIthy the, adVent Otof, ,wntuters it possible to incorporate more

- .iop,h3sticated elements control ;tile, programs; but the high
. costOf hardware-and, Jack of suitable software which could be used

- With: different types of,coMputers distouraged many potential .users
of computers nstruet !one' -.Purposes.

sN

With the very subitantial reduction *in costs for all computers, and
parti_cularly with the, advent of relatively cheap terminals and
microcomputers, the opPortunities for computer - assisted learning or
computer- assisted instruct ion, as it is somet line cal led, are much
greater: Prograrnmingllanguages have also `became simpler and special'

.anguages haVe been developed for tomputer'ess I sted, learning. One of
these5:-P 1 LOT,--wi 1 i- be- br lefty- described in the papirs which fol low.

.Another problem now being faced for the first time- by some University,
and:i:Oliege teachers is a much; lets.homogeneous student body. _

Institutions are adini relatively large trytberi of miture-age
students=, some. of. whom have been away free study for some years', and-
_others wi th:$iuit -di get ent i'N'tiikgrotmd knowledge from that which is .
expected from Students jcist.. leaving. 'secondary, school, Even among::

, .... students entering university. or, Alol lege direct -free rsecOndary 'studies,
there' is a much, greater. diversity of ',Content Covered' in he-school
'currialum;than was. the case, a few years ,ago. InVestigaticins carried
out by the Off ice' Or Rase-461-0 in AcadeMic Methods"(ORAM), in- the
Australian Nat ional On ipy.,have shown that students enter i ng ;

first year' physics_, and malthemat cs courses d 1 real y from secondary
schools. haVe -.covered, a very wide range of topics- before they -enter
the university4.zyet.ln thete ';Subjects many. itudints claimithat "'they
are -inadequately:. prepared for;unrvirsity study,`. With the-,adyentjof
school-based possibl e' that student's. from One school
will -1_ have covered a complet0y, different ranwof_tOpici from students
ostensibly Study ing '3he, same _Subject i manother Secondary,school

'This ,diversi ty in backgrciiindi, it to be eicpected in students entering
tertiary stlidies_in-the:physjCa) sciences tile social scienies, :or .;

the humanities;
, ,Even ',":folIM: language students come with;qiii te a

de range .of, prjor icriowledgd and skills. '
tertiary. inst itut ton,s somet imes-talic,abbut the need for raising entry,: .

-standirds or- for .being mire ;rigid in specifying pre - requisites fat -" --
certain - first year courses, but experience' in reCeneYears sUggests,

"4 that there har,:been a6reduct ion th speCifi C entry requirements,
"a 1 thbUgh,,,i t i s i a imed-4w some that. entry standards haye not -neeessa

r suffered.' 1t- is V! :,unpradr:atabil I.ty 'id., the!specif tr
kmtvl edge possessed by :enter ing students, rather :than ,,eny drop in

genei-ar: which truncates -the need for tertiary teachers to:
re-examen i--,the-potent.i a of eoinputer!asti sted learning. .
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Realising that coingiu* te!:-ass I ated- learning,eisy-proifide ,a °part itl. Wow

to' some of t he p robl ems -,-facied-, by university and CO Liege teachers, some'
meelbers of the Higher Eduoatlan iteseitch andiktifelOPOwit See lety of
Austral se la (HERDSA) 1 iving In Canberra :arranged s **Pot turn in 4--

November 1980 for, those interested En the 'thee* 89lig-CmPlit4171
itito.CoilOgfrOgi University Toaalaity.- .

, . .
.

Tbe sympos was attended -by oyar sixty people from tertiary
institu0,04:in ,Canheria reed.' bY"'Mr Allen Miller, Director
of the. Off Ni"for...Reiiiai;ch 'Academic :Methods, and Professor John
0911v),O;:,V Ong Fellow* GRAM and the 'Res earth Sthool.__of Ctea stry..
Fag! es :of "the' Auit rail Ian 'Nati-014R ty, particularly in the
Department _Of, Stai i st the toiPuter Services 'Centre, the Computer

ienCe Deperfkrit; ailii,tba Off I Cls ler-Research in Academic Method's,

were 'made availa6fe for -6er Say'S activities and for a follow-up session
iroyebruarY 1981i when ,a-siaaller huMber,attended a Workshop during which
they.olearned,,to,develop ottir own Programs and put them on the. computer.

" d

Fol lowing iympoSiuik ch of the sixteen invited speakers, was asked

whether, s/he would" 1.114:to-coPiri bOte to. a HEROSA pub 1 i cat ion on

compes_ter7as,s i seed, Rot all were able to accept this invitation,
otving..tO prior:cOMmitmants. bUt :the -respOnse of thine whose talks are
includedirt this publ:i cation" gratifying in , ttibt it gives -an -indkation
of thiv range,of topics` covered- and the rather unusual -.uses-of iomPuter-
AWSed. learnittg,in the Canberra College of Advanced Education_ansi the

4 Australian -National Uniyerii ty. it is -not_ pon.sibi e to include in this
publication, all the material. pretented at the symposium: the papers
which -faliow,are edited versions of the talks, the editing having been
done mostry..by.theaut,hors. In the case of those speakers who were
unable to prOv i de a, paper for th,is publ I cat Joh; a, brief sunvnary of their
?resentation is,,given based on' notes taken' during the day.

. '

In making these prOCeedings 4p4ai table to the wider membership of HERDSA
I would , 1 ike 'to ,tharik all who contributed to the .success of-the oriii,hal
symposium, and the foi lOw-up workshop: First to 14411entiOned are the
'speakers, all of.whom -are very busy people, who gave their time in

.. ,, preliminary planning 'seisions, in preparing and presenting their pa ors,

and.then, ,in respOnie to a'-belated 'request, submitting a written vers'on
for "Publ i.catiOn. . I' '

4 - C. , ' ,_:
s I ' .

' I. , , . .

i
:

,L ,,.00iri:: wtio assisted- inc i UdesthoSe who contributed to the general dis-
cussion during the symposium, those who subMitted 'items for 'inclusion

,..., in,the-Bililiography,,members of mom and the Computer Services Centre. -

Owho helped ensure 'at- al I' operations proceeded smoothly and especially
the Secretary of 1?ItAtt, Janet Healey, who typed all the material for
'this publiat ion. - . * -

:
- . 4

,

-
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New:technology always stems to alearsOtmel and Irightening.prOspect
.to,those who.are notjnvolved la it. ,If we really'thiak abocit.L4
.howeVer.-vere all invot4ed in lame form of technologptikone way% .

or:anpth!e.- Thifieaning of ,teihn6logy* is-asbroad as all 'human .

endeavour ;-,119cett is'not only the science of the industrial arts
"but:the.ttlinolofical study Of development of arts. In one sense

iilabout-Achipan invents ,thols as well as how he 'formulates an,
organised toay of knowledge about their habitual employment in useful

,

work . -

A
),

One of durporaremarkable modern tools IV-the automatic digital
computer. If:would be difficult to find a mitre-inappropriate name
for such,alepol.becauseit immedlatelyhrings to mind-visions of: vast-
calculatIonon:nuMbers. In fact, computers are used less, for thii..
`purpose-than for storing, retrieving, disp'aying, nd changing any
form of data from numbers through words to graphicil shapes. Whether "

you want to be or not, you are part 4f the computer technology
because it is all around you in everythleg:you use, have available
to use, or want to doi'-You cannot Ignore it,.Inok going to go-
.awa);,'and unless you do something-about it, your students will,know....-
more than 'you do. .

. / , .

I am. not- trying to-suggest that eferyone has to became a computer
expert before using a Computer, any more then it is.pecessary:to be:
a mecAnic before driv'ing,i-car. What I em suggesting is that-we.
have.a unique phenomenon that needscareful study and-thought #n
the question of'whether,er not it has a place in teaching and

learning. "
/ .
, - A'

Let me, therefore, distinguish between thecae of computers in
teaching, aneieerningi, and-teaching and learning about,-computers
The former is often'Called-'computer-aided-initractiore (011) ,or
10Omputer-aided learning' (CAL). On the questioh`oflearning \
40t,temputers we must distinguish between studying computing.
as ,a .professions,) pursuit in order to become a tool builder, -and,

si4Oing computing either to-become a tool user or to understand,
its uses. *,.

.

When we,taikaboutharrterstto the' use of computing Ili-teaching and-'
learning we are most ilkely.thinking about problems In the use of_CAl.
ilawever,ol think it is equally important that we think-about problems

to using comOuters to teach about thel_r_Impact on. our daily liVes.

Not many students choose` -to: computing"topitsfor professional
development andfer.more students leave studies-before-tertiary
than. enter. Even itterttervievel only relatiVely small

.percentage of the whole 01.1e- any exposure to computing, studies. .;

Somewhere arong the educational Ilhathei.need to be -wade aware
of the effect computers may have ontheir ems.



TEACH! COMPUTERS'. a*,
e ., . 6 ' . :

Iss ong town re4Psioniit-sChOol inthe compu er, world becaUse I' ..,

believe-it is unnecessary, to teach about the ohttruction.of computers

othmo they work fro the first instance. Over a, number ofsemesfers p

,.... nowt run a two-hour, tutorihl each Sabi ter famed at achieving

s an attitudinal changes- in trainee primary SC 1 41,,chers,-Thii-way
, not-seem much "',ire to devote but i-t doessies -its Objective. It begins

with a gentle'introductton to%the-vailqus,speCialised hand-held.

calculators for, arithme reinip4 orworp ifaining,progresses to

demonsti-atinggames n a programmable calculator, and ends4)th a

( --seatiOn-d #Finf.fthich,the studentorkswith-comouter terminal's.. in .

thejatter-case, games Of increasing sophiStication-are presented.

"v have found significant.ittitudinal
Changeslfrom. 'I couldn't use a

computer,. I Peet do;mathimatics to 'Now I can see how J could use a

computer. 16'a: teaching program' . ,f,- , , .

, ,. , -, . .- -I

This; theni.ivone level ,at which we can try to -overcome barriert by

-
beer-involving-teachers in simple uses and challenging their as teachers

to make or of the technology in their curricula. We can now go'a step '

further,: Many reaejers will be, !familiar with the 'turtle' `concept if

small 'robot.deVice,whieh cane under computer control,, be made to teast

in4-variety of ways through sequences Of,siMple commands. It does ipt .

reallY,need a-coaputar and .turtle to do thist- Any.mosberof the clats _

cavplay thi part, and simple instruct ions given in sequence °

.

one

, 0
one at a time: .

. , , ,- 1

in showing that)people'can control machines,(ut begin to btltak down

'another barrier or to Chatie an attitude. his can becharacter4sed

asear of being controlled by amechapical device and lacking the

knowledge either to'control the device or it _avoid being controlled,

by it. Mende, one avoids contact with such things so as not to run

the risk of being controjled. Once .it is realised how such:devices

canobecontrolled by. sequences of very simple copmarlds and:fieW people

can' do the controlling, we see a. marked attitudinal

p :. ( 4
I

I
Of course children react best to thij-appoach, since they have no

preconceived attitudes about.priae.or face saving 7everyone laughs

if
the-robOtLdoesjsomethins,funnv.'even though they caused. it to act

in that way.. Suchiliveiy interactions frOm.children carry over to

adults, and
.

we-again begin io break downbarriers.,
/

,.
. .

There is,a point; however, when rathersmore must be understood about

how computers function if we are to prepare:Students for life in,a

computer-driven society. At this point teachers at all; levels have

to be convinced about the imporiatice of'such concepts as priVacy of

information and protection:of: individual rights in order to' want to

know how use of computers affects these matters. .

-
,Currently.in Auttralla a major study is being undertaken on what laws

Might be needed to ensure accuracy of personal data stored in a.'

computer data bank, what safeguards, might be available to peOple to

protect periOnal information, and-what penalties might be-exacted.

_Because -we have faifed 'to bring the use of computers fp -

-our education system, we have failed the generations to follow.- Too

fem,peopli pre concerned about these issues because they do not have -

thr-educathon to understand eitherthe.Issues or their effe s. The
,

technological barrier has beep permitt to affect attitude to the

detriment of free endlnformed discuss -on vital issues.

ti

r

4t,

't
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TEACHING ABOUT USING COMPUTERS

\'
-many yeari ago, in a university, that;hayi be nameless, a computer
was installed- The staff stayedaWay rn:droyes until.theyjourk--

.

that their overseas colleiguet did'not/want to talk to them if their
data processing had not been done through.a computer. Again, I find
myself in a revrsionist position. .1 ,do not believe it is necessSry
to know how a computer made or'how to Write programs in 94der to
use one in some discipline. Computing people have tended t6 foster.
the opposite.yiew, and4have consciously. orcbnconsciously raised
barriers. There 'is a levelof use that requires no more than good
nstructions ana simple input requirements, NowliVrI has this_been-
better demonstrated than in the galies,pro§rams for mitrocomputers.

.

There is, of course, another level where some knowledge of mathe-,

matical'or data processing concepts is needed so that appropriate .

data are fed in and appropriate interpretations can-lie wade of results.
Finally, there is also a level, even with such software packages,

.where the skill of the prolessieinal. is deeded to set up the package

.or co adapt,it to a,particUlar requirements

All of this is teaching about using computers anii; generally, speaking,
= I think we do ierather badly. We fill to distinguish the levels of

attainment necessary; weallow amateurs too much scope to establish ..;f
or perpetrate bad attitudes or to er.gcct new barriers, and we:fail to

F.
I

Qa

eg

control .the standards within the computer field strictly enough.
sa

.Anyone who can coanect some components can offer a microcomputer for
sate. Any novice programmer Who can devise an operating.s7stem can
complete --the offering: Because-the product'iv-theap it is bOught .

and ultimately brings disSetisfaction---for.goodequipment and quality
. software are not cheap. thus weestablish.a further barrier for the
non-non- npfessional against use of computers in teaching,and learning."

, .

COMPUTERS IN EDUCATION
,

. .. . .,..z...

'Let me reiterate.the-distinction between using(compters bn education
for specialist Purposes and using computers for CAT. it.is the latter
to which I now turn. Before talking about specific barriers to the

,. *use of CAI, I will discuss some general problems and-what CAI seems
to be attempting. We }mow that onebarrier is time. ,About one hundred
hours of preparation seem to be required to develop-onehoUr of
instruction. Now it Might be thought that once this had been done,

)

horrendous as it might se" there would be no neecrfOr any change-
. 'to that unit of,instruCtion: if: this were the case, Sae would have

only one textbook on eacI subject, and no professional teapherd'but
on>, trainers. a

, Cs
,

.. '- : .
/

We seem to have OverlOOked the fact that CAI is really no different
from any other teaching methodology. 'Good teachers are still 'required
to prOduce the material and the Curriculum. constantrevision_is --

. Will required to keep, up with the social development of the time.
._ An understanding,bf.aims_and'objectives for particular.situations is-

.still required. Unless these problems are solve;, we create barriers.

Let me distinguish somloatlicular areas in wlich CAI seems 'to have

:X,
some advantages. In &lag to r shall point cut the barrier-producing
Ooblems specific, to the area while recognising that they are all
subjecif.to the criticisms I have just outlined.,

a

10
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PRACTICAL. WORK

, -..

A` common 'complaint is that students are subjected to insufficient ....

- drill in bbsic concepts. There.are numerous CAI systeths proviaing
drill sequences .in all areas oitAdithersatics, gramiaticaf-structure
of ;languages, or elementary concepts-in science. A- fundamental .
problem that continues to-be ignored by manufacturers is symbOliSm. -

At some :levels of instrpotion we raise significalit,barriers 01-:
demanding that a f.1,;actron be input its a/b whi le reprisenting it

: graphically as Again, how many systems allow one to represent
division' by a -: b or are able to represent the .more corrmoro,Greek - ..

_ letters or the integral sign? -. .' .

. /--' - - ...--..
I know there are waifs in wki,c' this can be done. but wherea package '
makes it available, hbw 'easy is ilto use the package? Have you ever-.
tried to represent xn for any reasonable 'value of. n in these CAI..... .systems ?. I believe this problem .is one. of the major l-Jrriets to any
ex-tens ive use 'of CAI in mathematic s.. t ineemathemat Joel, symbol i sm
in the textbooks ts not going to change, we ha better think- about

. .. tiow-to--do'i t on a computer drsplay rather bet er than --is-tteing done
*currently.- Developers of aomputor systems 'Id -dri well to rids I i se
'that we use over five' hundred symbols IA mat tical.and scientific
terminology. , ,e,

- . .. ...
.

k:%..

TUTOIAL WORKSHOPS* t .-

The outline, form of.a tutoria l workshop5.on any topic within a subject
area tends to follow 'the. format: present some elementary fact or..
definition, ask a question about an example.invorving the fact or
.definition, record the answer and time taken. .Var us escape sequen es
tare also usually emploYeds such as providing a hint ards the golut on
or ptoviding further inforipation and testing if the answer -to the r.St

question was wrong. . . -4. ,. . .. ,

We manage .to produce some classic barriers for both, the teacher user
and the student user in some of these systems. If- the originator of
the system uses Sequential access instead of random access files, the,..
teacher user is often presented with.'an inability -to insert new questiOns
between existing questions consequential upon experience gained with the

son-. We find a situation somewhat Like the uncontrolled use of GO TO
start nts and we very soon lose track of which,addendum al, the end
belongs which originating question. Of course sequential'access is
less deman g on disc spice ano easier to use than random access, so
let's not-worry about the barrier -we set up in the teacter's mind! .

# ., I

4,

Some of theseCAt systems also provide quite elegant graphics capability,
yet sometimes with surprising limitations. One with which I am familiar
has an .animation capaci.ty for objects except that. simple /ilea cannot be

-moved.. I am-still,wondering how to represent,mOtion of a-relay'contact
a simple diagram to illustrate-elementary principles in relay logic.

For the, student user, we shOuld take great...care to allow second thoughts
as one would be ,able t9 do when using paper, and pencil, yet how many
systems do allow for this?. Do we establ rsh barriers in the student's
mind by forcing him to continue when he knows the-answer to the last
question was wrong?



CONCEPT TESTING

r

Concept testing s an ree that has much promise in CAI. It lends

itself readily to.th development Of specialised terminus foritself
types of-testing_and'to various typesibf responses suited

to the level of- the user. Since paper-and-pencil .concept testing
does not usually allow a second -thought attempt at a question, we do
not have the problem mentioned previously. It has the great advantage
of removing human supervision and marking, thus introducing greater
objectivity, Where testsare to,be repeated, it must allow for some
randomisation of question parameters,so that answer learrIng is
avoided. in arithmetic tests this is achieved by random'selection
of the. numbers to Se used. Anecdotal, information to indicate
an excellent attitude'achievement, for both student and teacher, at \,..,
all levels of its use..

Given'the adequacy of the-hardware and softwaie for the task to be,,
undertaken, I have not come across any specific barrier-raising
problems. If any exist,.1 should be glad to hear about them.
,believe this use of- CAI is perhaps the easiest for1both teacher and
student. Nbwever, one Might question its advantages over paper -and-
pencil methods where the sang degree of objectivity,and remoteness -

from involvement by the tester can be achieved. The barrier is now
more one of cost, and the` -best use of the computer might be in

.

generating such tests. ,

SIMULAf TION OPEXPERIMENTt
, .
i

.

There are many experiments in the natural sciences that would be too
'difficult', too,dangerous, di too .expensive to carry out in a real - .

situation.' Simulation-of such experiments can often be adequately
represented by a computer with appropriate graphics cepabiTitiel:
Again, the opportunity is available for many rpet-i-tions of the k

. experiment, thus assisting in the knowledge--gaining activity. 1

think it should be stressed that thi n never be a substitute for

i

, .

. carryng out real experiments; er; 'it can be used to learn how

to perform an experiment u cessfully, thus reducing the time taken,

and perhaps also th st, in a real situation. As well, the 'success

rate in area, l nation might be expected to improve.

,,
. :- ..

This ea is, perhaps, most useful in the secondary and early tertiary
b

...,,,,i-evels. .However., we nead,to take care that simulation dogs not IT:bine

a panpcea for avoiding affil live experimentation; otherwise we will4 Q
begin to create barriers and wrong attitudes. We must never forge
the Archimedian principle.that'science,isbased on experiment.

a

i

":=SPECIAL USES

. -

There are several special uses of CAI that.are only beUinninvtd-6;:
considered oi have not been in use for very long. These attack the
co-ordination.problemsexperiencedoby intellectually or physically,

handicapped children.* I del-sonally believe this to be the most

eful and - rewarding area of CAI. There'are instances available that

* *See the paper cogtributerto this monograph by lain Macleod,
Computer Aids for. Teaching a-awing,and Recognition ;of non-Roman

Characters to Tertiary Studenvs (pp.5):3).
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.",show a.di:stInct.gain by. compar iton 'with other methodologies. The
problem is to.provtdean.attentionrholding.activity, with demandt
and reward's, that'llas great flexibility both for adjusting the

-attainMent levetiamd for changing the- presentation. Such a speci-
- fication is uniquely suited to:asmputer technology.

4'
ThiSis ahotherarea where,l,have yet't0 find batriers or attitudinal
prabiems. .Teachers involved in this work,haviii

,

eat:flexibility in
looking.forotechttiques that .might ticceed.' Th4 students themselwes
derive great Saqsfaction.from being -able to succeed in a world in
Aicharaitotiopandtime

Consuming and needs,a.one3tokone relationship with
they know are:generally a fajlure.T The training needed is ("

the trainer again, a specification admirably suited.to the computer.

. .

_
'TEACHING THE PROFESSIONALS

.

2 _

I would like,to say a few woHs.about creating the people who build
the tools./Theee is no doubt that CAl can be used just as weU fot.
this to thing function asany.other. The barrier to its development
hasbeen:largely one of time. Teachers of computing spendso much
'time develqping computing exercises and,examples 'that little time is
Lef( for CA1 pursuit's. Nor do they necessarily see-any specifc
4dvaritageS,.snce they are Only.too well aware of the iimitations/of presentation and the cost of providing what is really needed. .

ainteit'Ls best suited to elementary' studies, where the
.student numbers afire large. . ,

fr' IP^

We have, however; Other unique barriers to its development. Quality
CA4:requires boikquality tom uter profess ionals and, quality teachers.
From the computing side there are mber,of high quality CAl.systems
that provide,a framewtirk for -the" teacher erate within, yet'they
have:not attracted to chers; one can only suppOte e reason to be
that-the-dreSentet4 appeaes-to-deman-extens.five--lear about

' progfamthing:'

,There are,:corresPondingly, a number of velj-thought -out teaching
schemes, implemented on computers by, teachers lacking professional
computing competence. These appear cumbersome, unmodifiable, and
Clumsy to the computing professional% Thus barriers arie established

`onboth.sidel. One supposes the. ideaF would beta professional teacher
whOjs also a computing professional, but even this may not be the

. answer. ,
0

. , .-
i

.,

m
0. ..., .

It s ore rikely.thet We are faced with a typical computing problem.
The Mbre we trweo generalise a CAI .system, the more difficult it
becomes to"use,:and thii is:notincOnsistedt with any generalisation
of packages, forparticular activities. As-I- commentedeari;er,,
specialisation of:a,genera4-purpose_software package invariably
involvei professional computing expertise: Ahy package of lesser
dimenSions is,bouncrto2hiVerestrictions-which the teacher must

,-accept Wit-is toj*used solejy by teachers, It may. be that thiS

is one of the'centr-Fproblems that create the ..barriers against
greater-use of CA .

.
. ,. ..,..

. . .

CONCLUSION 1.

A have ranged rather widely, in this introduction, fftim'the USe-of
computers in teaching both about computers and for other, subjects,

_



.
r .

/. _.
, 7

to training cOmputet professionals. Unfortunately the question of

:)4

why-CA1 has been around so long and yet.computers ha e not impinged
on teaching and leaininvto the same extent as the hav in other

areas still appears unonewerabte. 1 halm specilattd3hat the %'

barriers might lieith preientatioe or display, eateeinteraction,
diffileulty of setting up hessoni, and fear attltudei. There is as'

.well a continued cost barriir toechievhmi the type of presintation
desired'or the type of system required, although the latter Is rapidly
decreasing -. - . .

. i
.,. ,- tet_.

' `,/ :-
I confinui to believe that Currently,.CA1 has its, most effective
applipation for physically or mentally handicapped children, for
disadvantaged community groups, or-as .a specific training aid.
I hope, however, that seminars such as this one will-help us to
expand into'wider uses of computers in teaching and learning.

Tr
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RECENT DEVELOPMENTS IN HARDWARE APPLIpABLE TO- CAL

.... . .

/
. .

Brier; Stone -----.., .

*4
t

In iliis9,session Dr Stone address the difficult,questions of
what to choose and how much we.can afford: The relatiire advantages
'and d isadiantages-of large computer systems`Compared with medium ,
and Small were also desCribed. ,Mang the main issues raised-1Y
Dr Stonewast that while thecast a-microcomputers has, fallen
dramaticallyi the cost of programming continues to increase at
least in ,line with inflation., ! 1 _

-
He warned of the dangers arising from the restricted field of
view which is presented by some enthusiaits. Any-academic department

--_ discussing the possible introduction of computer-assisted olearRing
should_carefully examine the cd'sts in terms of both money and time.
Nevertheless,. any increased use of computers for educational purposes
should result -in seduced costs for both hardware.and ioftimart through
an increase in the volume of microcomputers being manufactured, and P'

through acceptance by teachers of standardised computer.programs
fdir Some of theirwork..

4

4

/
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INTERACTIVE GRAPHICS AND IMAGE DISPLAYS OR CAI'

R. A. Jarvis. .

4.

INTRODUCTION '"

'it is not surprising, giVen the ri-chness of the visual world around
Us and our.unique ability to appreciate it and derive vast amounts
of inforiation from it; that line graphics and imagery ,(both black/

white and in coLir) woulebe considered important as instructional
.' aid. resources. That .the instructional aid apparatus happens to.bei

a computer does not change this basic requirement for non-numeric
display. The'domputer 'permits a degree of graphical Interaction
with the userivievier which is hard to equal by any ether:ottani..

-This brief note describes tha basic attributes of a range of image _.
dtsplay deyides and graphical. input/output apparatus. Most-of these
are:readil available for use with the variety' of microcomputets on
the matkst today. .

INPUT DEVICES FOR POINTS, LINES AND IMAGES

The simplest device class for input o f point and line data 'converts.-
!potentiometer.sdeiived analogue-voltages:representing -X and it' positions
into numeric quantities which can be stored and manipulated. The
mechanical positions of the--patentiamerters-a-resa or shifted by the

-operator: 'Joysticks arrange. the X and Y potentiometers, in a mechanical
quadrature configuration to allow hand manipulation of a single stick
to produce the X, and y signals,simulteneouily. Used in conjunction
with an X-Y.display of the input position point, the joystick need
not be. a 1 inear. delrice -since:hand/eye coordination ts- used -to 'draw'
the diiplay line image. The-MO*148e and the tracking bell are similar
to the joystick in .the.use of -potentiometer derived X and Y analogue
signals. -- The mouse is pushed around on a hard flat-surface; wheels
arranged iri quadrature rotate 'Potentiometers to produce X and Y . ..
Information Liftrng.the mouse and replacing t at some other point
On the _plane 'surface doencit alter Its - output, which varies only on
rolling contact.. A- iracking ball- produces the -required A. and I signets:
when the user- rolls 'a sphere, half.hidden in the device, with the flat:.
palm of his rid or by pushing it-about with his finger. ,TInenb

pioduce the 'Land signals -separatell.and are ,less convenient to use.
. s

A second-cliss of,graphical input device uses a drawing-stylus- in
much :the same way as one would use a pen-on--a-:writing sheet, One, of
the awl lest'-devices In this,class the Rand tablet, uses a large
number (1,000), of vertically and -horizontally °arranged. conduct i no
tstripOt_separited by an insblaitIng material', over a flat surfaciLten
latches, square; Each line 'carries -its own Identifiable code sigi#1.
The stylus picks- u,p 00 signal of -the _Conducting strip it -is closest
to in tha veitical array and'the horizontal array-in' turn. .Pressure
of;'the stylbs point on the tablet is also signalled to the,procisor.
The stylus-Signal is decodeCto derive,the corresponding X,and_
position" Information whiC is then-transmitted to the computer; only
_*-41en down" information need.be,itoiedo Thi Sylvania tablet- uses a

16 13
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resistive sheet fused onto a glass plate. High frequency altegating .

current signals aceapplieitto the vertical and horizontal edges of the
resistive sheet, the vertical and_horizontal,signals being-at different

A frequencies for identification. The 'phase infdtmation'derived from the:

. stylus is usea to evaluate X and Y_position. The active stylus can be
'Positioned up-to about:a quarter of an inch from the tablet surface.
.Proxiftlity of the stylus tothetabiet surface and stylus point pressure
jsre.usedto evaluate the 'intent' ol the user in the'context of the
current X and Y data. A writing stylusn a thick pad of paper. is a
natural. wayOf inputting gralihicardata and producing a marked. sheet
for future reference. ',-If the tabletdeOce is sufficiently linear (and

---
-thi-s----i-i--thedrawn sheets-cambe traced for computer'
An acoustic tablet uses-,an-attrasonic.source on the stylus andlinear.'-

. arrays of microphones along a verticaria-hdrtzentat-edge_of_the-tablet
surface.. The diaund.travel time._from the stylus to the microphoni-70-frays---

..
.,.., . is used,to.produce the required X and Y position.' This type of tablet

.. ,.., can-be extended for three dimensional:input of position data by adding
a third microphone array ih the Z-direction. In summary, graphic-tablets

, 4

, are generilty linear devices which do not rely on visdat feedback for
accurate input of graphical daia;-..they are used as naturakty---4s-pen-and-

.

pad and are ideal' for drawing and tracing input without the need of a

. displaw.deyice.
.

..
.

V .

. .
. kany-compliter users,prefeY a' light pin to the. other 'classes of graphical

input devices described)above. The degrge'of screen interaction 'made

possible is its-chief advantage. A photo-detecting circuit in a pen-like

device picks up light signals-from.a display screen; precisely when this

.
occurs must be translatable-into.position, This can be done in several

. . ways. If the display screen is a raster. ,device which is 'written on'
-by-intensify modulated horizontal scans 'from left to right, and from

top to bottom like a'domestic,TV'feceiveri.the instant when the pen
ricks up a sight signal pulse-as-the -sian-passes-by-with-the_pen_pushed

'up to the screen (or near'it) can -be used to give position information
by'reference to the raster, scan synchronisation timing signals. The
part of the screei,t under the pem-must, of course, be ilitt-ors-m 'strike'

. ,.will occur; this means that the user's program must produce targets for
the pen (a.?tracking cross is:a particular type of target Which can be.
moved around) or the whole.screencan be light 'flooded' down to where
the- pen indicates a strike. If the display is an X-Y device_with-the
users program continuallrgenerating the brighter parts of>the screen
at-a'rate.beyondlhat which would, ,produce flicker, the timing of the

ll'pedstrike must be re i ted to the: sequence-timing references of the
program for position'; entificationt

, for low precision but' convenient input/interaction, the Interruption'
by a poking finger of one of a set of vertical and one of a set of,

.

horizontal light-beams across the face-of the display device dam:give
direct position data, given thatthe.interruptions pf the particular-
beams are detestable,by arrays-6f photosensitive devices. ,r

. ,

t .

Since the requirement for' 'full image" input as distinct from point or
,

line graphical inpUt is'mdch less tikely.in a 'CAI enyironment, the
subject, normally,quite a complex ono, will only,be touched upon.
ForIehotographic transpatency images, a raster scan by a minute spot
of light rs fOcuseComthe plane of-the-transparent film; the,amount
oflight'Aetting 'through (as measured with suitablephotbmultiplier
electronics) indicates the transparency of that particular part being

17
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scanned-atany 1pstant.,-The poiltied:of the -Item is-used to index
a too-dimensional array of-Value:5.0f the corresponding transparency----
measure-(con4dited tO,digitet-fOrm): If a CRT (Cathode Raw Tube)
device is used for the_raster,'theapperatus:is called iflying spot
scanner.'Alt&rnattvelf, a mechanicelty rotating and shifeing drum.
can be,useci(drum stanner). -Modest designmodificition allows for
the scanningoUopaque-planarmaterial: 'Multiple scanning with -

appropriate flIters:As used for colour material- scanning; The. need

for acquiring-attiveAmagery from live three dimensional situations IS
met by-Using television cameras of:the- TV studio. type (rester device0

or solid satcdameras which are array devices which have better
position stability and mechanical rObustnets,, Since atV imam.

sProduceslo cOmposite video pattern of the image. fifty tiines .a.second

and each frame-mey represent some,300,000 spatial positions,,the
intent-IWO each-point- being-perhepi accurate to 1 part in 64 for

_reach colourlifia-coiOur' covert' is' being used), a vast amount of
Jhformation4e-procluced at'55 considerable rate. Microcomputer
titterfaoat are available 'ca u information

the flYSiind-create.awertarof intonsl'iy values -in
4n memory.the'mage can be manipulated and. redisplayed but not, in,
real time for any but the most trivial' of operations unless speclilised

_ 'prOCessor,devices, are Used.'

OUTPUT DEVICES FOR POINTS, LINES AND IMAGES.
_

.

OUtput devices in this sphere of interest are easier to describe than
the input devices of the previous section: 4Thire:are basically seven.
types.. _

The crudeit output Oevice of graphics or imagery is the common hard.
-copy.devicel whet* a teletype or-iine printer.. The'popition
typt-Of itandard4lphaieric-charactirs-can,:be-maniputated to gt*-
lowaccuracy'output-graphs of various kindi. Alpo arrays of_darefulty

7 selected- and/o6werprinted characters can be used to Produce output
images. A dot-matrix-printing.device for which'each.printed scharadters
is created by selectiohs:of a-number of print pins arranged is a soap
array' (5x7,. or fx-9,- or whatever) can be used forhP00 quality ..-

graphics output, and. alsoptOr -medium qiiblity.black and white Imagr.--

output usinghalf-tone`, the perceived darknesi of -
.4 point. on theAmege.is proportimei to the density of discrete'dots

X-Y Plotters and digital plotters can also produce
a rangiSf graphics and 1.04: output.

.of the' output devices-above Oen be used'; n an interactive way,

and allare,relatiisty mslow loperation. The four remaining types.
_Of output-device described here. are all.elettronic devices capable

Of-h-,1-911-,s0e4d:,o0eration. The direct storage tube it an X-Y output
disptay---CRPwhere-a charge-pattern is.storad =6w:behind the
phOspborieyeri-Iind-4b1s,,pattern Is imaged on taihephosphot by a

flockrpf itedtrOns.
.. ,

,
4

iincetire charge Oftern can usually -remain for morgwthenten minutes,
it, is possWeQ -,!draw' out to the, tube ieqUentially, perhaps calcu-

. feting the:trice as:one,goes, and to see the partial_ and complete
Amige withOuthee4ing:to have head the entire set of relevant position
data in computer-iemory at one'tiii.- This aspett can be significant

- ,
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Since storage tubes call, have resolutions from 1000x 1000 to 4000x 4000
;points, the latter representing -16 million bits of viewable infoNiation.
:However,.the'cormon direct-storage'tube.devices,on the market (e.g
Tektronix 4010 arid:4015 series) do not allow partial erase of the
screen; this makes dynamic interaction almoSt imposiible. Usually, also,

there is the restriction to a'single colour and one bit of intensity
information (ON/OFF). Refreihed CRT devices are of two kinds. The X-Y

'variety require` the regenertion of the ,random scans associated with
drawing sequence ;above 20 times per second to avoid

flicker with relatively fast phosphors. graphic output tables- in the

computer are scanned over and over again an41.a.considerable load, is put
on the computer to maintain the image. -However; interaction is simple
with any of the graphic input devices described earlier; as these tables °
can be-dynamically altered at.the.rate of repetition_of the scan, perhaps ,

during a small' slice of time reserved for alteration. A raster - :refreshed

CRT is driven from a frame store which needs to -have the.dtorage cappcity
associated with the intensity and spatial resolution of the screen,, not
simOlythe complexity of a specific drawing or image (as in the case of
the X -Y CRT). As.memory is getting cheaper,these types ofdevIcesare
beopming more popular. An added attraction is the .compatibility of most
available naster-refredh CRT devices with tho technology of domestic.TV

...

equipment..-If colourimagvy Is requirefiiith-,' say; a spatial r solution
of 256x-256_with' 16 levels of intensity far 'each of red, blue, and green
components, some 768000 bits of frame store memory are necessary.' Inter-

action is achieved by reacting to an input device.by altering part or all

the store.information. The normal refresh function is often
completed ip the %display simktp, relieving, the main Processor of this
chore and making it available for other computations, including, perhaps,
'the gathering'or manipulation needed for the next image. --Finally, plasma'
panel devices consist of sheets of glass entrapping bubbles-of-helium/
neon and other gas mixtures: these bubbles are excited into fluorescence.
by supplying voltage to grids in vertical and horizontal directions' on

the .glass; A lower, excitation voltage will maintain the glow after an

initial higher voltage excitation signal. Thus some of the advantages
storage tube are retained..' Because the plasma panel is notan

electron -beam device, it is not limited in size by the square-law driven
requirements for high electron-beam accelerating voltages necessary for
-CRT devices; Some work is currently being .done to allow for multicolour

plasma emission. Mentioned only for completeness,, the flying spot'
4 scanner and-the drum scanner devices described earlier can be used in
reverseifor.producing photographic images from computer output.

,.

CONCLUSIONS ti
-

Luck.iy, pespite. the inherent complexity of some of the devices described

above innovationsin micro-electronics and the economies of scale-fi've
made most of these available for the microcomputer user at relatively
-affordable prices. Potential CAI' developers would be strogly'advided
to condider seriously, amongst other things, the range of sick devices
available for any candidate machine before selection for put:Chase.,
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INTRODUCING pgE=H itTORrAND Airt,HROpOthOGY ;STUDENTS

TO, THE USg OF THE- OOMPOTE12

-,.Grakim Harrison

. .,

. Problems'encountered by Honours students inethOkustrallan National

, . .University's Department of We-History and Anthropology were outlined
1 by Dr Harrison. Theie included the rapid growth of the Department
into one of the,largest in'the-Faculbv of Arts,uvon:a.cceptantIF14--
older of new technologies, and aconf On between survey

work, statistical,analysis, computi swana computer-assisted learning.
An,unexpected problem was s s' lack of familiarity with a type-

, Oriter lceyboard, an ess tial element in any computer operations.
. . - ; .

-

Inorder to overcome students' pre-conceptions as to what a computer .

can,do,s.Dr Harrison provides -his students with simple, well-documented'
program systems and instruction manuals. These should be-askfool-proof

as poisible. For example, a large notice is required- stating how' to

switch on and log in4to the lysted; ancrwhere to findthe RETURN
button;

,

Students are taught the elements of three types of-applications,
namely, data - based management systems, statistical analysis, and

word processing. A's part of these.appWcations they, are -taught the
Use of the Editor, how to run a !program, and how to use the SPSS

package:

r.

WM.

I
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THE THEMATICS LABORATORY.-AT THE .CANBERRA

COLLEd OF ADVANCED EDUCATION (CCAE) :

. Jo r wars and jcsBaskptt ;

'

\

. . ,

BACKGROUND'\
't .

CCAE is a mtilti=driciplinary establishment, with six Schools offering

cpursesat th diploma, degree,' graduate, and post7graduete levels.

Students come to CCAE from Canberra and surrounding areas in NSW, and
there are also stgnificant numbers .from elsewhere in Australia and

from overseas. ,Over 50 per'cent of'the students ire,of 'mature age'

.and.have had a breiktf some years'iince they undertook formal study.
,

Even if a student currently resides in Canberra it is likely that

, his'secondary schooling was undertaken elsewhere.' .

-''''
.

./..0

Soorafter CCAE' admitted its first students it was recognised,that
_some.students Were'having problems with their courses, because of 4 .

. lack obasic mathematical skills. In the early dayF of the College.

the students were mostly enrolled in Administration and'Accounting
courses, then as the College grew new courses:made numeracy demands

upon students and the rangeof problems widertid. The CcAlege responded

by offering bridging Programs,- both short courses and, semester unitsl,

.

The problems which many students have with basiC mathematics are
recognised in tertiary institutions across Australlathese institutions

respond in Ways which are determined by their own structure 'and tHat
of their student populaion.: CCAE decided that the respon'ie most

Appropriate few its situation was to replace the bridoing programs

by amathematics laboratory, and this opened.in'1978; .

THE 'MATHS LAB' '

The CCAE Mathematics Laboratory,affersassistanCe to,any College
student haxing Auble with his Course.hecause of-a lack of .basic -

mathematical sklVs. The Lab wcs deliberately detigned to be flexible

in its.response,to changing courses, changing'secondary curricul.,1,

.and'Changing.resources.
,

.
di,

i

...,
.

Man' of the students seeking help from the.Lab are o; mature age,

some already graduates, who have'.forgotten previoutly mastered-skills,

or who are baffled by new terminology;,`` Since CCAE admits students

from a number of different secondary education backgrounds-,. many

yoUnger students: find that there are gaps in, the basic knowledge

which lecturers assume they have. With over sixty courses at under-
graduate levels, the requirements of the courses are as varied as

the backgrounds of the students. Needed skills range through:

arithmetic, interpreting graphs-. basic algebra, trigonometry, bails

calculus. t f:t,-* ...-,

.-
. . 1- 0

.

The approach of the Lab is to diagnose needs individually, it terms

of the course being taken and the current cempetenties of each student.

Then the sudant is directed to, individualised materials arranged as

OW'
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,

modules,:supOemented wheee'necessary by individdil tutorial help, and
teited.formastery at intervals.

.

Different' S'Cattiqimiilts. for-each student and subsequent self-pacing
mean that many students may be doing.the same thing at differen,times;
this is in terms of the.material they are studying, their needs for
assisted -drill sessions and their attempts at_ mastery tests. 'There

is 4irtually-unniniteescope.for computer assisted learning,, computer
'assisted testing, and computermanagementof the ovetall 'activity

1

4 4
WHY MICRQS?

. ,Funds were not available-for a Mani-system and inieractive use of the
CCAE Cpmputer, already overworked, was mat a-vibble proposition. After

some investigation we acquired a 481(.4ple II micrqcomputer. The high
resolution graphics and the fact that..a number of institutions and
-schools were starting, to use Applies were encouraging factors.

..

A

ftumerous enquiriei inlAustralia and overseas for available software
gave disappointing results for various reasons. Often.CA1' packages
werq fond to be dtili or practice sessions rather than concept teaching.
Most pacges at the level we need have.been designed for primary or
secondary' school use andare just not suitable-for adultS. Still others
while looking promising,,did not quite fitinto ol.r system. It soon

became obvious that, as*with the printed module's:being used in he Lab,
the majorty of the material was going to have to be developed` at' the
College.

MICRO SUPPORT FOR THE,LAB

Work is proceeding in four differe nt directions in develtipind therole
of micros in the Lab. One direction is asaw alternative form of teaching'.
and expanding those concepts Kith,which studens are having diffictlsty.

-

Workshop sessions are often ruh.in the Lab for students needing drill
and pradtice on a particular topic. These are to be suppleniented by
more practice on the microcomputer, which will have the added advantage
of being available for more hours than the tutor in the MathStab.,
Another area of assistance is
tutor time, is spent on marking
when thiCis done bylcomputer
help for which the Lab was des

An overall computer management
each student's program of work

pROGRESS

,

Due mainly to lack of time; there has been real progress in only one'of
the-four directions. AttaChed printout shows part of the mastery test
which was designed for the first module (Operations on numbers) which
includes work on negative numbers, fractions, deciaalt and percentages.

in the marking of mastery tesPs,. Aot of
work that is essentially correct, and
it frees thr tutor foe.the individuaised
igned.

of the Lab would be very useful With
setup and marked off as complete..

O

. .
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- 'The test needed to be interactive, randomly gen erated, with feedback
.given to the student on wrong answers. For this test it was decided
to pra-format the question and randomly geperate thillumbers within
bounds in each question. The test was designed, tried, modified,
and has been' subsequently used in the worOorthe Lab. The answers

aremarked as soon as they are input; if-in rrect,-te correct
answer is given, and the total score and re ult displayed on the

/N
'.screen at completi . A printer output is olio generated for the

student, incor ng.any cidestioils incorreCtly answeeld, the

student's resp , the correat, answer, and 'lso the total score
and result. This means that if necessary the student may get
indvidual explanation and tuition from the,,t tor.

r

40

This type of testinginoduced various responses from the Students,
Some felt that it visas :14ke a little friend talking to you' add
ethers foundit too 9ppersonll.. Obviously_ a l4 of thought needs to
go into the dialogue to strike a happy Medium. oungertsiudents
familiar with,computers were quite gager.to be tested Ph this ,fashion
and some en insisted onstrying the test agaiwto get a perfect
score. !onIe older ones, unfamiliar with.iechnolagy, felt,tliby had,
enough 6 cope with catoPhng up with study without having to spit r b

down in:frOnt of 'THAW, as Well For maximum benefit, then, the
program will be altered_lo alloweltherfor Interactive use.or to
generate a printed test for a student wake sepirete sheet oft
answers for the tutor. It will be extended also totestingall the

. modules but the style will be changed. InStead of pre-fOrmated
questions for each test, there'will be a bank of questions and various,
test types so that a particular typeattest (for exkomple, a test on
exponentialS and logarithms) can be.generated beforehand for printed
copies, or at the time for interactive testing. In this way, new

test,type,s.Tay be quickly geherated. .

.

PROBLEMS
0

There has been slower&progress in the other three directions.
\ :I 1 .

A number of questions arid difficulties have arisen, and While solutions

have been found to some, others remain, and in some cases may be
peculiar to our particular system. There is the continuing lack of

-software in the maths area and She time-consuming problemof writing
our own. The biggest problii"ofall, however, is ope of telminology.
Most of the students using the Maths Lab are not tompating,students--.
las.aiready,explained, often their basic skilis may be rusty or they,

have had to leaen new maths terminology. For the computers, to be of ,

use to these students they heed to see the same notation to the screen
as they will I see 4in their text' books and to be able to input it from

TheM',boani.thimselves: SO expressions such as

x'Y"
.

.3 47. , fYI4

and even fractions in the form

/ 1 A , 2x +1 x2 + 1
is. ,

2 ' 3y
.

07-.7
. .

. ,

impossible
k

not only need to be seen on the screen (which isn't impossible but is

,'not straightforward) but need sometimes to be input by the student.

3



It is not fair to ask them to use + or ** fer exponentiation*.or to.use
the notation (X(1),Y(1)) to represent a point on a line.

0

WHERE IN THE FUTURE? 40

First of all wee -hope. to-have more micros available lo the students for
more hours -than the Lab is open at present.

Work is progressing on 4tingup random tests for all the modules and
on setting example sheets for workshops run in the-Lab. It is hoped
that eventually this will be incorporated into a management,sys1em of
the Lab with/access to the central 'computer through the micros for
storage of student records, reference toNdiagnoltic test results and

ft
;archiving of files.

.
.

. 1 .

Attempts will,lietontinued to 'acquire jhore teaching modules suitable
for adults--in the meantime, Any spare time.will be spent tn designing-
and writing suitable mater al ourselves, particularly using the very
good graphics capabilities of these 'Machines. .

0

A
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THE FOLLOWING ARE COPIES OF QUESTIONS IN WHICi( YOU MADE, ERRORS.

5 i**************41*********4*******1H14*******1114******
4

3 -* :4

MULTI PLY BY 2-
2 !

.

LEAVE ANSWER3AS FRACTION BUT GIVE IN ,

SIMPLEST FORM.
YOUR ANSWER-WAS I. 12/10.

THE CORRECT -ANSWER 'WAS: 6/5

\ DIVIDE 10715 BY 2/3

_LEAVE:ANSWER AS A FRACTION BUT GIVE .

., IN: ITS SIMPLEST FORM. 7, r
to

YOWR ANSWER WAS: 4/5

:)"HE CORRECT. ANSWER.WASs1

SIMPLIFY 3/4

o
6

LEAVE ANSWER AS A FRACTION BUT GIVE, IN
ITS SIMPLEST TORN.. '. '. 4'

YOUR ANSWER WAS: 3/24 .

. .
. y -

\I-IE CORRECT.AMSWER WAS: 1/8
.

la

0

SUBTRACT 3 FROM' -7
YOUR ANSWER WAS: 4

.

. THE CORRECT,ANSWER i4AS1

C

A HOCKEY TEAM WON 25% OF THE.
TOTAL NUMBER 'OF GAMES IT PLAYED..

_ _ _

IF IT WON 10 GAMES, HOW MANY DID
IT PLAY? . *
YOUR ANSWER WAS: 2

THE CORRECT ANSWER WAS: 40
I.

. ° I

STUktir NAME: JO 13ASKFTT 123
MODULE: Al 1..^4: 11/5/81 TEST FORM 13 _RESULTs4 N

.25
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'
COMPUTER ASSISTANCE IN THE TEACHING OF HINDI

A% Barz

-'.THE 6EVANAGARI SCRIPTANDJTS CGAPUTERPROGRAJR

Hindi, the official-language both4of inala asa whole and of six of.
the states that make up that republic,'is written in a syllabarx
known as the Devanagari script. The Deyanaitri script hasa:very
.respectable antiquity in India, directly stemming from an earlier
syllabari invented there more than two thousand years ago. In addition.

to Hindi, the,Devanagari script is also used for Nepali, Marathi,

t Sanskrit, and numerous other languages spoken inIndia and the'kingdom

of Nepal. All fold, ever 300.idillion people express themselves in

writing through the Devanagari-script. As'a native Indian_form of
virtting thai.is-perfectly suited. to'the phonetic structure of Hindi-.
anebther south Asian languages, the Divanegari script has been able

_to resist powarful%moves made in the past to replace-it with either

the °Arabit or.Roman-scripte. There is, therefore, no doubt-at all

that it will remain one of the world's five or six major writing

systems. ,

In tb- ..ight of the importance of ths Devanagari scriOt-it-Js not

surprib g that there should be a stvong interest in devising aocomputer.

program by whkh Devanagari textsmight be reproduced, rapidly and clearly._

pioneering atternpt to crests such a program,was made a few yeirs ago

here at.the ANii by B. Millar and M. C. Newey in the course of their_
researCh into arbitrary font printing systems (Millar and Newey, 1977).
Meanwhile, W.---GlOver, a linguist ayso working at the ANU, was trying'

to find a way of-printing a previously unwritten Tibeto-Burman language

of final called Gurung.. Gurung speakers were already familia/-Wfth

Nepali in Devanagari script and wanted.the same writing syitem for

their $6%m language. There are, however,"no Devanagari printing

,presses in Australia.- Devanagari typewriters can be Obtained here

with difficulty but Devanagari typescript, an example of'which is
Af4en belowlin Table I (Table* I, II and ill %ere all_produced by the

4

'ANU Devanagari program), Is rather clumsy anii ungaiply and is not

acceptilai to the. Gurung. The,only recourse seemed tobe a fully
developed camputer'program and-so one.was set up by J.,. Millar and

--W. .Gloier_(Millar and Glover,- press). .At the same time J was faced

with-the.same problem in printing teaching materials for_my Hindi *

classes and;in trying to-put my Hindi textbook, ortifnally'produced

. in typescripl, into-amore satisfactory format. I am grateful to

Millar and Warren Glover for.introducing me-tcutheir Devanagari
program.and for guiding me_in, its use,,andalso awe-thanki to Arthux.
McGuffin for.his petiencein showing me, a complete novice, how to-

operate a computer...

The AND Devanagari program uses the RT -l1 operating system on a .
,

'
'

Digital Equipment Corporation model OOP 11-40 computer. The actual.

typing of a Devanagari text on the.Tektronix terminal keyboard ased
with this computer is not a complicated procedure and requires only. -,

thdt.the person typing the text memos -Ise the pattern of, correlation

between each upper and lower case Roman letter on the keyboard and a

26 25
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paftieular Devanagari.symbo). }Thus,asAllustrated in,Table I, the
Devanagari letter's representing-the Hindi word.pronounced paha4e
('first') are produced by typing the sequence 'kx,n'. The terminal

screen wOl'show the resulting word Trillivanagart.script only. The

Devanagari !program allows forcWords in Romin'script to be inserted
(see Table 111) aRywheri within:a-Devanagari text so that Hindi words

.and sentences*may-be given, together with_their English equivalents.
an this.way a bilingual text maybe printed by means of the Devanagari
_proram, and-the frustrating-needArtwo.typewriters to produce a '

bilingual text.is.avoided.' : - !

THE NATURE OF THE SCRIPT-' 1

.! -

Tie basic Devanagari script, which is displayedin the traditional
.arrangement of letters in Table It, has' 54 syMbols. Twenty -one of

these represent vowels and ,33 stand for 4onsonants. Since the script
. is a syllabary each consonant letter alWays, unless combined.with

anothesign or altered with a diacritical mark, stands for tgat
'consonant pronounced With:the vowel short 'a'. IThe vowel signi,are of
two,_typTes: eleven of them. represent a vowel alone or as,the
initial sound in a, syllable, and tenof them (ho.symbol is needed for
the,inherent short 'aTare joined'either.before, behind', under,_or
aboVeaconsonani tidn in.order to indicate the vowel that is pranobnced
after than consonant. Words are then'bUilt up as illustrated in Table
J11 There is oqty,one irregUlarity in the script as it is used in
Hindi:, a mediator final short 'a' is not pronounced, althodgh the
-vowel is implicit.in the script. This doei:nof cause any_probiem in
:comprehension. .

,

Jhere4-emaing one final intricacy in the script. Its originatdrs had-to
. .

overcome the problem, which arises in all syllabic systems, of indicating, ,

that two or,, raeely, more consonant sounds are pronounced-together
.

,....

, . without an solution-hit upon was,to form conjunct
consonant sign?.. In most 'cis s these are simply made up(of-the first
half,of one, letter attached,to the full form of a second letter, but at

, ' least six conjunct syllables are so changed as to be no longer_ analysable
-..,/

. ._into their_.component parts (cf. the examples kissa, mit:ma, and sodUeg
in Table 141).- With these sip( signsths total numbecof commonly used
Devanagari letters hses to 6d ,Sixty separate signs. and a.iarge number .

df,cOnjunct consonant symbdlis do not cause any inconveniencein hand-
writing, but,they do lead tol obvious difficulties for a,typeWtiter 7,
IkeybOard, It is the awkward Tsthods for produCing conjunct consonants
that must be resorted toton the Devanagari typewriter that make Devanagari

. ... .

4I,pescript so unattractive.' Thanks' to the.flexibility of the AND
Devanagari program the computer is able'to produce any conjunct consonant
symbql 2Lot as itewould aopeariri'handwriting or print.

..,.. / ori

. INSTRUCTIONAL DSEI:IF THE DEVANOR1 PROGRAM a_.,1,..,
... ...-s...

[ r . .. A, .1
'-

,

As 1 have just recently acquired the technical ability to operate the -,,

Devanagari program, it could be put only to limited use for my,Hindi ,, ,

classes in 1980., its primary, role during that year wasto produce
wriiten assignments and votabOlaries. This matefial will eventually
cOnstitute.a substantial computer file,that will allow more interesting

, assignments to be given (In coming years.. At. present 1 amfeeding into
,

fir.
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A

. other files a mass of, example sentences gathered;from a wide range of
. works of fiction -and.hon-fiction, including, newspapers and magazihes °

along with. books, as 'well. as sentences transcribed froin taped

conversations: These fi.les.will then be sifted for illustrative
material:for anew edition ofiny Hi\edi -textbook, a task that would
be-.yery tedious, and. t hie-consuming .kndeed without the a Id of. the
Devanagari prOgiam.-"` Protects for the 'future which involVe the

computer Include.- the produCtion of tits. that would.okherwise.
unavaiJable to ,stydents and the creation of a program for the printing
of the--Modifled Arabic:script used for Urdu, another language taught
in my departmen;t. Looking further into the yeari to-Come,'I would

I ike to. develop a prog;am on -whi-ch- students could practise, Hindi

sentence:OnitructiOns.. Such an!rnstructional 'program could supplement

`ordinary classes ,in much. the same way as .do existing audio= and .video-

taped materiali;in the .language laboratory . '

"REFERENCES ) .

J.13. Hi liar. arid W.W. Glover. Synthesis.of the- Deyanagari orthography.

In press, 'International Journalof Man-Machine Studies, 1981.1

Newey. An arbitrary font printing- system. In

Digital Equipment Computer Users Society, 1977,-

O

J.8. Millar and M.C.
.k.loceeain4s of the

pp.1641=1647:-

The example sentence
New Delhi, 1977,13

.

in Table 1is-from Abhimanyu Anat,.La PasTrza.
.28.
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OGING,COMPUTERS IN TEACHING-PLANT SCIENCE

iNTRdDUCTION'
...

I', use,Of3-cOmputers in the. teachintaihich 1 undertake falls into four
sections$;the.-first'turo Utilise a main-frame computer, the second two

>,.,.. --',' ''-rclake'Ose of %e microcomputer. , -. ..., ..,4
f

1100-82-MAIN-FRAME ,

f. K-eparation, maintenance and production of lecture
, semi- notes. .

2,: OperatiOn.,of a population model for use 'in a practical
class. - $

TRS-410:141CROONOUTER
-..

.

3.. -Dati'reduction for a practical- expertMent.
4. Back-up operation of-the model mentioned -'at 2:

LECTURE NOTES

,

in the 1974 academic year I first produced,and distributed to my
classes. a .ful 1 set of semi-notes. Until then I had been unwilling to
issue ',typed notes, -*bel ieving, that the' inilexibi 1 i ty, of the methods'
hitherto available for .their preparation-would result in my course
-fail in-g-to-desielop- as rapidly as the-advance of knowledge in the
f ield, of ,plant phySiolomcdemanded. "

The.ava i lab i'l i ty of documek processor on the Univac, along with

a ipotierful text editor . art& good facilities for storing the material
7, and for printing it oUt,.-made. it-feasible to produce notes which

could be ,updated -freely' and easi ly each, year., The production of
.* notes for distribution has also had a- strong disciplinary effect

on my lecture ,itiOaratiiiii. 'My professional-competence can now at
any time be examined Eby anyone who acqi res a set" of the notes. This
is in marked contrast to the' situation which obtains when the only
written record of the course exists in the lecturer's' private scrawl
and inthe-dubious versions written in .haste by the attending
students. The iritOrovementi in "preci s ion are considerable.

-----During--:theiyear since 1974 word processors have overtaken this use
of "the computer to--a--ve_ry' large degree, al thoUgh the power of the
text.-editor is , til,I sepiripc,to the. capacity of at least the

-ordinary, word ;processors. / i -.

t. ; '-
'.120PULATIatt*DE(..

.

The poPulation`mOde.1 contains four differential equations of
significant complexity -and having no 'analytical solutions. Their

i'dynassie:--.develogienti as successive solutions, are obtained numerically
. and huilt'inck., ihio the equations as, parameter values, describes the

4)ehaviqu'r'cif-:"the,eociel

31



The, model, is. implemented in FORTRAN. 4,represenis two plants which are
competftion with each other and.t4a parasites, one iRecific'to each

plant. Provision exists for harvesting the pantSancj, for spraying the
Parasites and there are associated costs for those Operatrons. The
students operate the model interactively in attempts M-elfse strategies
"which are aimed at certain set goals. in doing this,: the stUdints learn
the complexities of the behayiour of a multi-component model when 1-1-4,
'maniOUlated. Insofar as the model' -representi real.life, they also-learn
something of the behaviour of real systems °under management. At the same
time the philbsophy whichunderlies the use of models, which enables
'experimentation' in cirCumstances'where experimentation May not, in facts
be possible and which permits judicious simOifitation, becomes apparent.

DATA REDUCTION

. One of the experiments in_my practical course needs to be carried out
in order to keep the course abreast of an important technique which is--
widely"used in research in this field..'Onfortunately the raw data
obtalnedhavetohe,taken, through a complex calculation before meaningful
'physiological measurements are obtained...In most research laboratories
the experimental equipment is connected on-line to some kind of compUter

\s-so that the computations are done lnreal time andyrinted out at the
operator's console.

It is not feasible to do thI4' in the class situati4n, both on'the grounds
. of expense and also becailse kt would bypals a great deal of the learning

process involved in the°exercise;s 'Instead the raw'Aata are recorded on.a..
simple multi-channel chart recorder and the figures arethen typed into
themicrocomiter by the students. Intermediate resutt are presented
and the student is led through the calculation in a logical and under-
standable pathway. At the same:time the 'tedious labour is removed by the
computer, . Programmable calculators have been tried here, but found
unsatisfactory on account,of their inability to provide textual

and prompts,-whichare-essential to provide comprehension.

MODEL

The 6odel described above is also implemented on the IRS-80 in BASIC.
its operation is slower than. n the Univac 1100-82:but provides useful
backup against the possibility of down time, during class, and also permits
student's to do extra work outs:de class time.

e
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MICROPROCESSORS IN CHEMISTNY''

0 1

. INTRODUCTION

a , a3

Chemists are intreidd model builders. They need models; because_the
-things they deal with;7-etbmS; molecules, band,. etc. are ,too small
to observe. Chemists, like lawyersi often argue their subject by
analogy (i.e., precedent "from previously known behavioUr),rn

Coniequently the learning of chemistry involves cidteloping the-craft
of model building and Simulation; Chemistry also involveS- Mach'

--calculation.. This ,can dominate areas of the subject' to such an
iiitentthat the chemistry cannot be seen because of the calculations.
,These calculations*virongly'become an end,: in themselves.

-These thenare'some-riesons why both analogue and digital computer's
4 'are beginning to be seen-to luiva'an important role (n the learning

of 'themistry.*

ANALOGUE .

.
N t ..

-We have had a- decade 'bf experience in analogue 'computer simulations2-5
which have formed an effective, se 1 f- I ea rn i ng, self-Aced ' pract i ca 1 ',
unit. , This unit was based On the Classi,c Gaper by Tabbutts butwai

...

N

then greatly, expanded.

Use of 'the earlier analOgue computers required a background knowledge
Of electronict, and circuit theory,. Indeed, we found analogue
simulation a useful way:of introducing instrumentally relevant _

electronics to Chemistry students and developed ways of doing this
winicout much of the usual formidable groundworly(of. BiocheMistry
with Chemistry).

The feedback.system is the essence of analogue simulation. Feedback
is, a concept wh ichii s fundamental to, the understanding of basic

* In considering ,the whole area of cOmputer aided learning (CAL),
there is to be found a uniform assessment throughout the educational
literature that the real problems are in the software area. This is
mirrored 'in the ACadmay_report.l.. it is argued that a typical one-
hour lesson -cobid; IhVolve' well over one hundred.hOurs of program
deieloPment. several languages have. been 'used- for ,,wr i t I ng courseware,
bdt standardisation' is Slow:10,coming. in the hardware area, micro-
Apinputers offer.:faSt and _p_edictable response _times, which ,removes.
the-frustratiOn.of, the' gr or 'variable response found with time
'shared. systems. : The-..rap dly' increasing standardisation,,-popularity,
and'avallabi I I ty .cif. microctiiiputart ( including in 'the home)- will al low
Students tO, "borrow -or, CopY'discs for dut-of-school 'use. In our,vieto,
the fUttili3 ;:of. CAL- lies: lath the dedicated nriCrocontinster..- -,

In this paper, hotiever, warner._ mot concerned with the traditional
CAL. --lie fish to disCUss ,thii use- of -microcomputers, for sib; ,tationI.._;. -;- , . - .stuoies.- r ."--- ..:: -



protest-es imbiology,lecologyj ingtmeoring systems, Social systems
-and even the process of science-itself" -Analogue iimulation'has the
-power ofleheiatiedtich..The eigenfunction, solutions tc;the wave
equation in:quentuMmechanlis could'aiso have been the aerodynamic
oscillations of an aircraft Wing: In both caSei, the need for".
-mathemrtical manipulative skills is greatly reduced in comparison to
-analyical solutionswith 'a _corresponding decrease in apprehension.
4fteric4control of variables (e., by turning a knob) can be more

.-''setisTy3ng than-aritimetio control:-
-

%M _

NoweVer,,In the more recent analogue computers with microprocessor
toptrol units, much of this pedagogic purpose'has been lost. .

DIGITAL'

,

The-trend towards small, dedicated digital computersusing micropro-
ceisors.was natural. one.. While .hot replaCinglhe.special advantage
of analogue machines (particularly with-respectto differential

equations Aetin areas such is chemical kinetics and quantum mectwnics),
. they are nonetheless' much more Versatile, more accurate, and more

convenient. They have the.same attraction of interaction. They do,

however,Oack the'freedom of innovation on the model beyond what has
been foreshadowed4in the programming (to a greeter or lesser:ektent)

unless the.user is a skilled programmer. To coming_generations of
students, computing will no doubt be second nature.

4

'Arithmetic'. is so familiar to us nowadays that we forget
how 'hardAt was to multiply large numbers.before the invention
of -Arabicnumerals. The Arabiesystim s one of the greatest
achievements of the.human intellect;.and is central to the

whore realm ofquantitativeSeience.
.. This Arabic system has two properties, descriptive and
_Manipulative.' The descriptive property, provides a oompact
notation for large numberi; thus any number betweeri 1 and
10 million can be written as,a,string of just seven symbols. .

Thimanipulative property- is that, using this camOiCt
notation, we.can still carry out all "the operations 9!

0 arithmetic. What a remarkable, case of having one4s cake

:and eating it!" -

'
A world without personal microcomputers will be as hard to imagine for
the new generation. of students as a world without arithmetic is for us.

TASK .,
... 1

. b 4
,

in choosing the areas to develop, our criteria were as follows:
1. the prospective task-must be performed better by the

microcomputer than by other, traditional means; .

2. the output should be dynamic;
3. the task shotold be idteractive and allow modification

by the student. .

.

.

In a sense, the-cheintcal problems had to be made as attractive as the
computer games whose,fascinatrhn is already legend.

. . 4. .

From a large number of ettempts'a few tasks were successfully completed. 0
A major problem with most realistic simulations (in our case with a
Chelledger-Ohlo,Instruments microcomputer) is that they run too slowly
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,

in SASI.C.but are too complex to write comfortably in machine code. A
A compebmise is reached in writing critical routines in machine code
(leaving the rest in BA.110. A better `approach_ is to use a compiler
program to produce machine code programs from programs written in
languages such as FORTRAN cr)0ASCAL.

Possibly one,of the most fundeMental a rithmetic functions in physical
chimistryjs=the negatiVe exponential. Phenomenologically it describes
"the, decay of radioactivity of an atom; the time dependence of lumines-
cen6e decay of a light- emitting species, the,kinetics of wfirst-order

t chemical reaCtion, the (approximate) change in density of the atmosphere
with increasing height above sea-level, the decrement in light 42sepsity,
as light passe& through-an absorbing medium, and to on. TheoregEally4
the negative exponential it 'the basis or fhe Boltzmann distribution
of the population of quantised energy levels as a functionof energy.

p.\
Ni -E ikt 4

. -g=giexo
3.

INI the population, Ei the energy and gi the, degeneracy.
of level i; k Boltzmann's constant, T the absolute
temperature, N the population of the zero-energy level)

ElISTEIN40LID

ati.Einstein solicit* atoms are eipretented by art array of .

*.oscillators possessing uniformly spaced, citantited energy levels
with an assumed zero grOurid level.

z

initially each oscillator Kas one quantum of energy and transfer of
thii quantum occurs. according.to the following algorithe An
o4tiljator is sejected at random. if it possesses at least one
quantum of energy, then one quantum is transferred to another randomly
silected-oscillator.. This-process continuously updatet the distribution
,hIstogram. v
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The lore oscillators there are In the arrey,.the.less violent are
"the fluctuations about,themean, exponent's) decay.

. .
-

NEGATIVE ENPOPENT7OECAY

If one takes 0 ti dependent process, then a deterministic model
assumes that at any given time the rate of change of population is
proportional to the populatienarthat time.

_

This equation predicts an exponential decay of population size with
tlee,mrkithat the population--1t any tifie is, fully determined by both
the initial condition (x et tiv0) and, the -rate coeffiClenf k. That
ihe.solution-le. in general non-integer is unrealistic.

II
,

A_discrete4iddet-atsumes that the popUlitioh can d ease only by
. Intoger'quantities. ;The computer model is based the distribution

of times between successiveevents; these are distr buted.according
to the probability density function --

lb f(t) := le-At
9-

4

where X is the average time between events. For processes goveined
.by flt), h appropriately.distilbuted variable is t

-lbg(R)/A

where R is a random limber uniformly distributed on (0,1) and t is
the time between two,Successive4events.. For non-linear processes such
as, for example'. the-modelling of the behaviour of-epidemics (second:
order kinetics), discrete models are essential because the deterministic
model gives no answer in the sense that epidemics die out (are self- -

limiting). This is a probabilistic function of initial {population size.

The-use of 'stochastic models-is-a compromise between deterministic and
discrete approaches. An btitstanding textbook1,1 Which is both a
cultural and intellectual delight (quite unexpected in the world of'
technOlo4Y), defines epidemiology as the diffusion of disease,' and '

provides sucb.delectable examples as a 111cfef History of'Syphtlis'
followed by the ',Sailor Prostitute Problem'. The book never ceases
to be a constant sburce. 0/ inspration over a wide area of computing.

NMR SIMULATION

An intreasingty popular method, of identification of chemical compounds
Is'nuclear magnetic iesoe.c. spettioscopy (MR). It is possible to
predict the spectrum that a particular should produce. _At
its simplest level .the input consists of the number. of protons, their
chemical shift parameter and the coupling constants between-protonsi3.
A typichl-spectruksis'showbelow-VIgaY. -SeleCted,spectral regions
-can be-expanded.- ThiLorentzfan linewifith of the resonances, the
chemical shift,-and the CouPling,piFtnetiei can all, iii varied to provide
4 closer match to the4real spectrum., The effect of these changes on the

_ spectrum is-instructive.

C.

er:,.ammes
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Figure 2. NMR SPECTRUM

we.

6?

Other complex instrtirnents that have been successfully simulated-on
a microprocessor Include the mass Spectrometer. At La Trobe -

-UaIversity, each .student is given 09 individual digitised mess
.spettrum on a plug7in memory chip which constitutes their unknown
sample compound for.analysis. The instrument simulator 'then drives
a chart recorder to.produce a. spectrum in the tame*way as the real'
instrument at a cost of $100, comput44ip at least $10,000 for a >tr"
Cheap real' instrument.

t .
k ,

'N'---?\--1)---%
' FOURIER TRANSFORM

Fourier transforms have invaded the far corners of chemillryr from.

x-ray crystallography,,interferometric infrared"spectrosce0y,
Fourier transform IIMRandInmmiAlUantum mechanics (wevefunctIons in
terms of momentum and positio A fast Foufier7transfo algorithm*.
can easily be,managed on the microprocessor,.again with v sue output
of .the effects of truncation, exponential conyolutiort saMplIng -
frequency.(see Fig.;)..

THREE CONTOUR PLOTTER

TO(s progkam allows i three -disienSional fundtion to be plotted
realistiCally:. a phase surface: Atomic and Molectilar-Orbitils
are gin obvious chemical choice-fore-4a ó plot; an example -is given

. in-Figure 4.
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Figure Z. FAST FOURIER TRANSFORM I, f,



Figure 4. MOLECULAR ORBITAL OF HYDROGEN



SIMPLEX4017A FITTING

Far the many problems of date\analys.is that are currently performed
on computers, the,tise of a sliptex for non-Ilnear'least-squares

fitting -1-s one oy the most powerful litid'Atisual' mins.

A model functidn is fitted to AO data with a simplexes which is
'_.

basicallY.arivii4imegsionar 'triangle' situated on the landscape of

ch i-squace`sima (the- suat-of-squares;differenci between the model-
and the-dat for a partiCulir set-Of,pframetAss). s A.-6 imple set of

- instructions 3sets the,.simplex offtAisflecting iti, highest point across;

, the-'Oppotite -sideNo as to searc out the.global minimum on the
'landscape., Several a4litional- instructions are needed, both-to keep

the,simplex.out of trouble and:to locate the minimum accurately.
(



1

Figure 4(b). ,SIMPLEX OPERATIONS

4

coNatisroN

Figure 4(c). SIMPLEX -NEAR. THE MINIMUM

Further details 'of this work are available in

C. N. Henderson) Microprocessors-in chemistiy.
.(and video taperecording), Australian National
1981.

For further reading in the area, see the section on

the Bibliography (pp 67-9):
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CAI IN ,iNE,STODY OF LANGUAGE :.

R.'-'11iitter2
.

_

A suite of cOmputer programs has:been divelopedifor use in a-course on,-
the psychology of language,at the Australian .National University. A
student may work privately- at a, video terminal 71br at a teletype if hard
copy is desired.: Alternatively & portable terminal connected to a'
largescreen-monitOr provides dIspiays for class work, with students
tiking-turns as user. 'tomirsinicOttion with a user is in English, and
absolutely no knowledge of disputers or of- coMputer or data languages
is requi red.

-
A master program provides a dirt!x..tory to, items. Each item gives
explanatory text, -In some cases of considerable length, taking a long

' time to print at teletype speed. "Bit a-user can opt to suppress
exposition. A Manual ('!C32 CAI ANU', obtainable from the author)
contains specimen printouts of all the items, and with this to hand
a student can avoid undesired waiting time at the terminal.

One prograarlets the user-design a.7.text; v-spatiar array of characters,
as- either (i)-, a purely decorative pattern, or Oa., an ordinary
string of words, 9r (iii), in orilnal decorative pattern, or .
intelligible. string of Words whose lines, followed in a certain order,
spell out a hidden message. Another gives.exposition ang exercises
on ways of discussing text:, by, quotation, or by reference to a
figure:or to an item in a table. Fifteen progranis, illustrate, in
their-ongoing :printing behaviour, some of the'dozens of kinds of ,,
generation that the course.distingurshes. These are typically ill-
distinguished In the literature, and none is the non-temporal
generation involved -in a mathematical theory or a grammar, and none
is a..likely:candidate for a model of a person speaking or preparing
to speak. ----- . .

=

.7,One program prints a sequence of ever more detailed grammatical ._specifications followed by a- sentence that they determine ln a
''. fairly versatile fraigaient of Englisii. Various Methods (if description
\ are available, the least 'satisfactory,one being the "'NP'+ VP' variety._ :?',;-

Mother does the Saime 'for formulae'-in predicate calculus. Another ,-
gives the student a sequence of writing (commonly 'dal led 're-writing') , . .= `:-.,

,- commandsi sutted to the specification of a particular sentence. It
then pauses-while- the Student obeys the commands. When the student .

.

is'readythe -Correct -result As--pi-inted out and tie student can appraise
his ,performance. This program' aid the,one on quotation, etc., -provide

- ,,-- the means of aiitematic -examination and marking in these topics where _. 2,,:,-:,
_ correct technique is--óf-'the essence. . .

._

._ , . , .

-There is a iirogram dealing.with variout forms, ehoosable by a user,
of elphabetid-Shift'clohirs. ,Work `With this promotes awareness of
the 'incoherence of such forms of talk as 'encoding,one's thotights', ,._.

unhappily so prevalent-in today's literature. Finally, in the current
version; a- prograM asks for an English verb,, asks 'past or present7' .:;::
'finished orcontinuing?'*--, etc., then prints out the so specified form ..,
of the verb, e-.4., 'was jumping!, 'does not sit', gwuil have sung'. ,.,.,

44 ,



Ddvtsing-..these.programs requires

degree0-rigour,thit is! sadly
current treatments of language,

-The-systeM,rdeveloped on aTathe
disc); is,written in-a,'by moder
-841C: It should therefore bend
Otibn, o

and their running illustrates, a-
cking even in the most pretentious
gnition and:artificial intelligence'.
antiquated DEC PDP8 (24K bytes plus
standards, primitive vdriion'of

.ectly, or with only slight modifi-
Iti-lncr=outer having a disc.

f Calls on files are so numerous; items, that a non-disc

t

system Would-be -intolerably slow for CAI, though it mould still
eventually;provide proper printouts.

s.

;
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rATIlyuc,y To ,cOiipuTER7',AtsisT0._4ARNifio

arid Robbins_

,
1MT,RODUCTION°

'- Experience I n'establ i ih i no _6 system.' Of computer assisted learning
(CAL)" in the'rtchdol.- Of Medicine at inders University- provided the
atithor:14th a;'.Clear..ind:FtatlOn---that this form of educational
teChnology-CanNextend-/studenti OpPtortumities for learning and
increase their Mot i Vat

'

Factors whith now make CAL:'an- economic possibility with academic
potential in bighersedukcition include:- .

sr
. .. .

the much lower cost, .and improved -dependability of microcomputers;-
aVal lab) I ity of relit lvetiY stra ightfOrward programming languages,
includifigsoMe' deie loped. specially. for use `ivi th ' CAL; -'

.- a greater awareness: Of.the:nsed to cater-for-differences in
background itnoWiedge and °interests of stildentst. . .., . .

ap aCcePtince by course-.designers-of the need 'to *thieve greater ,

flexibility through splitting courses into more, nageable
tearn.ing-moduler; -.',:,- . -.

the' need for- 'a system of °instruct ion which allows regular
monitoring of student's' progress and,of the effectiveness
ofthe. teaching:materials.

, ...,
A curriculum inthe ,I980s tentls to be "less structured and more geared
to set f-,Virected _or :-sel f:genera tad. learning, than one designed in
earl ier -Years. k poll e., of divers; ty of- teaching methods 'allows,
."scope- for the 1 ntrodUc t ion: of .-C uter Assisted Learning: -,(CAL)

,,technrques., which use the.dampute to =-aid and enrich. the: learning
prOtess Diardingc. l9(10).-.1-lie,':term toraputer Assisted Instruction'
(CA1),ii commonly.-used :to incompaii:the various teaching'modet such
as-tutorials multiple choice.-questions,
or e.tsimulationsi Whil ',Computer ,Managed' instruction' -(CMI) has an

,, ..

emi*asis'on'imon,itOrint-ttudent progress, recording:4sta .for \
subsequent evaluettionj and,' providing,, a' facility for :booking tutorials ,

' and quid ing studen47.-Wftirther, instructional -material . CAL, being \
'the more general,,terin;_m6t;.!COmprise one ,or both 'of °CAI and Ctil.

the io'vaqi = of, ,a4ror..0nputeii:, tO,,".thi-sduaatfonal ,fle,Id has 'ended the
s 'Whee.e--:-"""..-,....rtmene-Wi shiny Ao n t late .6- CAL project has.

to 411,-.a -J,Ma I nframe, computer -systim or else
money for 246;indePendent-mtorocomPUter. 'There are occasions, flowever,-
when-resoisr4s,qitlawfle:Much more .:,veesat 11 e combination of _`mainframe,
mini and MiCrOCcomputers-ln .6, situation such as this; the Micro-
caigiutirs can'fiondtion -0S:independent computer systems:or ;as
0.601.10o. ere_ 0or

An example, of the development of ,s7-'very Sates tor,y .systent of
Computer Astisted4earning combinat of the three levels
of

,

Comptitef:viiia4 :may- be found, In-the .Schocil of Medicine, Fl inders
.



...

UniverSity,-where a-decision wei-Maili in 1976 to' incorporate some CAI
material into:the medical curriculum. funds were accordingly set aside
for upgrading the main uhiversitycomputer system. It was subsequently
.found that, because,,CAI'Made heavy demands on resources in the mainframe
computer, it,was necessary_topurchase a minicomputer, which was
dedicated to CAI, the main computer being used as,a backup system and
Jor_dita storage. 'The-cost at that point for the upgrade of the main
computer, the purchase of the minicomputer with five-associated display
-terminals,- random access slide projectors and cassette recorders was-
approximite101-68,000;.of-which half was spent on the upgrade (Chalmers
et al., 1980). In 1980 the first of a number of microcomputers was
bought. These increased access to the system and at the same time

, provided even greater versatility,: They are portable (on trolleys) and
.

.\ can be moved to a,seminar room or laboratory, be located in a4epartment,
1. or even be taken outside the university for demonstietions of. the

\:.

library of CAI material. tech microcomputer cost approXimately ,$3300,

and consists of-a display screen and keyboard, processor, 48k bytes of
, memory and a -floppy disk drive. l . . ,:-. T

The capability of using colour as well as graphic illustrations and
animation on kmicrocomputer screen.leadi to creative presentation of
material, and-it is pleasing to note that authors of CAI programs are
making use of these features,'especially in the scientific field., As

. with ihe,largersystems, a 'random'access projector can be connected to
the microcomputer, adding immensely to the value of the textual'material
(Robbins et ai.,1980). An'example of-such usage- is appended to this
paper.

. .

Whether microcomputers or larger,computers,are used for CAL, the success
of the techniquelies heavily onthe quality of the computer programs
(softWare) and Vieir relevance to the'curriculum.. 'CAL programs'may be
purchased or exchanged, byt care needs to be taken.to,ensure.that they
will.r0,on the receiver's machine with little or no modification of
either the text Ors4he machine code. It is likely that assistance from
a-personwith programming skills will be required to enable these programs
to be used. If an instructor decides,to prepare his own CAL'programs, he
will.have-a choice of using a high level programming language like BASIC
orpSCAL,,or of using a CAL author language such.as PILOT Or MAL.

, %

.

. . .

The language BASIC can be easily learned with the help of a'textbook, a
friend and access to a computer, while it is probably better to attend
a'short.coUrse in PASCAL, before altempting-id use it for CAL.,,A com7-
bination of -BASIC and PILOT allowi a much more powerful CAI program to
be prepared. One'suchcombinationi called BPILOT, has been written.,
specifically for use With tilei.TRS.80 microcomputer, but versions are
being developed for. use on other-machines such as the Apple andthe-Pet.

911f
At least one our-colleagues at the ANU is enjoying the challenge-of
developin C I programs on the relatively inexpensive Dick Smith system
80 microcomputer, Which plugs into one's home TV set. For a few hundred
dollars one can have personal ON1,system, but to implement CAL with
large classes the cost is naturally greatest

.

O

PILOT (Programmed inquiry, Learning or Teaching) is a programming system
for controlling interactive conversation: A PILOT program censists,of a .

series of statements whiCh,give a description of what the computer must
do in order to interact WO a person sitting at a computer terminal.
An instruction coder consisting of one or two letters, defines the

47
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stateMenC 'preigraawim9 lingfiage can
begin' ir I- olio' --if14 LTA 'pfogiiii` Iit iniiiii1VTIOrie itaimeiritif3- l'-' for ' type %
A"fOr':"adeePt-r-frirrAir- '..'llietillik4 and' it iftie veivil v.' ' * ' '''

-- , t1A-r1 ,..0,,i-e' i4.7-410tu,l'it

Are .....yoy overastghtT ',.-,i' -mi.)0 .t 4* '.: tic ..

M: MO, NOT :

. .
.

.

TY:- .400... Afee...,.190.1-, -;.i'l',:z / :"' ,). i 7---.:;. , . -:,-- ,, ,. !--; -, , 1 ,
TA: yo, shall--5k, parhetk diet/ and..3aka-soise exert i set

.. $.., : , ii.:- E.i, ,, .. -_, ,,,..;-... -.-,,,,,' ei., ,,, -41-,,,,, "-,,4,-,,: . ,i,..,.,,,-.: i ,:,,,_,

.. . - Islr,,.., --! .-,4. .i;:;)?- 1r:, ,--.r, 13:3- -
ln i cst.sta,tement-01, sitoss4,cpthotinal;, to display -,the text
fo. lowinvthe co1601. The. ,A, ;statamont .101 A,- itt*tsnoi nal to expect
s°Pie 40 1PP.- PrXtt.014.4 PY,b.Oerd. .T.,,The.14t.sXatimienttstautes a, span of the
characterli) that;has (have) been AYP*0-49.,,,If el,ther:NO,or NOT is
fikund; the message 'Good for you!!. will be displayed, otherwise the

. reina rkyfo 1 low1pg..T1147,7411:i eppner,,,_. An E statement ends, a. program.
Tfte..adyeptage,-,of an,,a0thokcrlArouagel fit! thts: is, that inatural: language .

Can be used by.: the per sMpiirii*,:,temliat.,'Whereas, in ;languages, such
as BASIC ,Jt -.1 c:, more ,usual A, have:3hel student choose- a, numbered, opt ion
for an answer. 4.:Nev,C.1`,04110.**');taVtYPI,9,j110.11Ci OM, not . in, many

',students t usual 4,,he MN* 39 14.111101,or, single letter
ens*, rs I . An advanta9e.:_of41910%;,,compermdoil-th tht normal,..P I LOT
program,..- that ;,-.1f r!,the I ette. Mpriareosed at the begAnning of a
matching statemenkv- OnmputeilliP Scept.....at student's! answer
which two fitters are wersiptlisCnollektY00,9/errmr)-orwhere one .

letter is incorrect.. Another valuable future of the keitot program
is that tt checks, thecprer...,tn. ess;,of,_ ouster 141; answers, within 1 imits
defined bY

The ef fect lye, opt rat ion..., ofi the:CAI. , t; et,. Fl jedeti 1!, not, only a
result of the, con figii rati cempu- ters,,,proj ec to rs and tape-recorders

. with a se i tab 1 e progrAtorting.,,system; YVY much: on _the
s tiff i n9 ,Pc:011;Y- 110,1itacl.,- iin:whicke c1ost work,' ng., relit ionship is
es tab I,shed betWeen,:theA,SchnJcal.cetaff2...of, the: CAI ,,untt, and the
academic that,. mod icahiacul ty. .-Jogether., they, work as a team
on the,design,and lmplemen4tiontotycAI programs, for, teaching medicine.
:the,; CA I 1, un i tl:isdhea0eg.4byan.4 I pitruct 1901ripei tgner'-(CAL) 'who combines
corMiter tirograi&I19-140=1*.1/0.fa401tiknOiifdgs th Aprinciples "
of progrpmmid 'insi ruct ion. *. Other technical staff,::-Include,,is: ComPuter.
Operator, who also responsible for supervising the two CAI
laborator ies.,4and...0,3Cleor.a1..4setsteets who perform the,,necessary

-r- data processing,,,,,Jheis,meciicWitaffi,;herefore*,:olo' npt,,.have- to_ spend
time,,on,prOgromM11440*-4;Aliterifilv,ileut are,>rimpons We: or the

. ; designtOftt.herttextuaiiqatR00144:APY SUPPIONcitArYraedlo7visua4
material. _

The Relpi ratory _PhysiolOgy course for. second ,year- students at F I inders
pray; det."), go d the system (*rates. It i based on
eight tape -s1 1 ide 'programs- and ;workbooks prepared by.,Dr. John West of
the tin iVeri CiltOrn ttitii;, sOof Stirtee'Oflelght Matching.
computer-' Proariimi:4'Oriifrtetoil a l niiiiretiferii daiigned!atIlinders tc'
assist students to dlies'af the'laW,Aua 1 I tative
sebjectr-fareOCAnthe, meOlcal,,,Coecsel-..Av,,FAInders -Accepts small,
percentage of'- medical students /WI ;Out 41, science, and mathematical
background, the_ subject had baen-a, One for students. It is
entirety upc''.tei the-464E16i gwfwethiii -notitIour2COSIpitter programs are
attemPLOTlioireVer';',If(4''seuNent,iiki'lhat ladtieter In Charge of the

, .
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course for-help, he;-or;she told,to.try.working through the4rograms.
Within the programs,lfa studentlells repeatedly to grasp a point, a

,faeitage comes up op thescreeesuggesting,that the student, through the
computer, make an appointment forAutoriel help. this-help is, then'
given on aohe-to=one 'basis. Oniexample from these programs-is included
in-the appendix.

Good use of,CoilOuter Managed Instruction (CM) is also demonstrated in
....the.ResOiratory Physiology Programs:' The subject matter being quantite.-

tive thq computer supplies each studentvith a unique, set of figures to
:workwithse that no 'correct answeto sheet"may be compiled. A student
can leaye the progrmS-he i-SrUnningisithe end of a question and mey.
carry on it the. next question When.he'reurns. As well as keeping
student records-ail answers aret-StOied for evaluation purposes and-
some simple itiO,analyisis

it is now fairJrcommon.prettige feeTtourses at upper secondaiy and .

tertiary levels,- whether taught by CAror-by more traditional methods,
to be split into a series of morilenegeable modulesieutrich are not

'

necessarily taught'lh-a'fixaetiquen-ce. 'Where resources are available,
CM1 may be used for keepintitudintricords and'compariAttheir perfor-
mance on-the' different.modUleC thus alerting teaching Staff to the need
for -=course eodifiCations in mOdeles)Whera the majority of students are
having difficulties. At theriame time;'CNI May be, adopted foF those .

modules which lind4themseNesSoat to this fern of instruction or for
providing supplementary meterialin other modules.

There 'is a wide rahgen egi,-motivation, and background experience in
any group of students today. To cater.for the learning needs of such
a group, each of its meibers'has to be considered individually, for it
:is no longer apProOriate to run-a standard course. CAL offers a means
dft'diagnosing a students strengths=and weiknesses'and then offering
ichallengingmaterial on-the-dhe,hand and.remedial material on the other:
*TS is accomplished by branching to relevant programs-automatically
after. receiving information typed in'by the student at the "terminal.
It is a medium where students can work equally well as individuals dr,
in small groups at a terminal.' it is an'experience to observe-two or
three students worRIng through well - presented Material, both in the high
degree'of involvement between them and the problem presented, and is the
interpersonal' discussion: .

4.

A new dimension to learning is beihgAdded-with the deyeloPemnt,of
microcomputer systemS associated-With colour,- sound, graphics, and
animation, Wi simply 6avelo-be prepared to experiment with ideas for
their use,-.either-on their .own, or in.conjunction with the facilities
offered by a larger system.

4,
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EXAMPLE 14 Use of Visual Mategial in a CPMP about a patient, with
rapid atrial fibrillatiof and Bacterial endocardi

I

tis.
,

"What would YOU like,to. do-now? ,
,

33. Chest x -ray.

34. Blood cultures. .

35. AECG.
36. EshocerdiParam. ..1-.

., -

_37. ''PerfusionAnt scan.

-133
336 "You should start with in'ECG beidre sending. the Patient away

to:have a chest x-ray. .However, when the chest x-ray was dorc'A

1 hour later, the following film was obtained

Look at slide 6Ohis shows:

. 38. Enlargedieft atrium indicatlig mitral stenosis.
39. Anlnlarged heart with pulionary plethora.
40. Slight:Cardiac enlargement with pulmonary venous congestion...._'

41.: Lett ventricul r en' gement.

42. Large heart w h peri ardxal effusion.

?38

38. The left atrium is erllroed, but the heart is genera IY enlarged
toe, And not typical ouee mitral stenosis. 'Look at this x-ray
on's1414 7, showing 0--tral stenosis with an enlarged left atrium.-

?40 I?
40. Correct. The heart is generally enlarged and the upper lobe

vessels are particularl Prominent.

EXAMPLE 2:

Wha t-do Ybu think this ECG shows? (slide 54)

1. Left ventricular strain jatteir.
2. Old anterior infarct. .

3. istemicSW-4 ,ave changes.

?i, `74-/
NO, have_a laok at this ECG which. shows a waves in the anterior chest

leads. :elide 57)

:Type 1 for tutorial
:type 1 for tutorial - Youfeel,You,need human intervention.-

-*TYPO 2 tutorial not required - you'll read up on Your own.

TIMETABLE,

1. , Mon. 11.00 2.*. 3. Mon. 11.30 4*

Slots with * have been taken.
TYPO- numberof slot you requires 3

-Michael will sea YOU Monday, 11.30 in the CAI Laboratory.

50
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COMPUTER FOR TEACHING DRAWING AND RECOGNITION.,

OF NONROMAN .CHARACTERS TO TERTIARY STUDENTS

Iain Mielocod.

The-ASO-4# Department of ingineeOng Physics and the Woden School in
DeakiirRlohickcatitra for mtlilly -intellectually handicapped students
in thkprimery and secondaryige ranges) have been collaborating
since 1874 on a study of4omputer-based techniques for assessing, and
develbping basii skills with-sucli students (Macleod and Overheu, 1977).

, 'Much of this work has,boon concerned-with teaching Obeginning hand-
writing and reading skillspto preliterate-students The emphasis has
been on developing new educitiOnal strategies, rather than on, adapting
existing. methods for ter presentation.

,
.

_What than it the relevence ofthis work to te aching intellectually
able'studente at. instituteeof-higher education? in a sense, tertiary
studehts who are commencing study of foreign languages which use non -
.Roman characters and/Or:scripts use are pretlterate. There are good
?reasonsfor believing thit the techniques developed at the Woden School
'could,.with appropriate modifitattons; foiM valuable adjunctiin
teaching tertiary students tO.draw and recognise such 'characters.
The .problem.of learning a new set of charaOters is most difficglt in
the case of languages such as 'Chinese (with approximately 10,0110
ideographic characters in Corson use) and Japanese (wifg approximately, 2,000 Kiinji. characters plus two syllabaries):

Handwriting (i.e., drawing the characters used in a written language)
has been taught for upoords Of'fourthousand years bit methods of

. teaching, largely by copying or tracing of given finished samples,
have remained fairivconstant. The-system,of, computer-based handwriting
insfl-uction developed at the Woden_SchOol has significant advantageij,

compared to traditional methodS,_Primarily as a result of the computer's
ability to monitorperfoemance and control information preSented during
handwriting-exercises (Macleod .find Lally, 1981; tally, 1980).

The system- developed (Macleod and Procter, 1979) uses-a POP:11/20
comp-Liter to Control a DIGIVUE display screen --a 21.7 cm square matrix-
of 512 by 5124 neon -orange light points which can be lit orextinguished
individually;" A digitiser pen-is used in conjunction with the display:
Its positionis calculated from the lengths of two lightlitensioned

'fine stTings,which pass through eyelets at the left and right above
the display_ and'Which-are attached to the pen. tip. A switch inside ,

the pen inditateOts up/down status and the impression of writing is
treated ipi-Arawing a lighted track under the tip of the pen as it is
pressed down and.moved around the screen. A small squirelCursor box
draWn'on the,displiV Continuously indicates the calculated pen nositien
and avoids problems with parallax errors, .

-,

iandwritThi,-eieecises are presented as a series of strokes (straight
- Cr curved), each of which has to be trackedbefore the-next stroke is

Suciessful tracking requires the student to start,off with the
cursor box enclosing the beginning df a thin (1 point wide) guide line
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presented :for eachditroke_alidsio mOve along the guide line (ti thin an -
_* 7 accuracy'difined by the -cursor box size) with the peedown. Aiksivainti

rack-She thin guide-line successfully it-changes into.a thicker path
(3:points wide), ;If the student starts atAhe wrong end of stroke,
moves-:i the wrong direction; lifts the pen or moves too far off the
guide tine, path filling stopt and a small blinking spot (5 points
square) calls the student's attaition-back to the point where the pen
should be:44Therequired acciracy oftrackingis varied by changing the
- cursor box size. The_visuat pattern which devolOps on the screen is ,

the model beine'iracked, rather than actual pen movements used, thus
alipriding-visual reinforcement of a student's possiblyvill-Nrthed,initial-,
attempts. 1 - -

'Id drawing
,

.

.
. . . ... -

, .

- :As students become more-adept- the eharacters king practised,
the guide lines can be-made invisible. The lilinking spot,gilvdf.a, cue

as to the' starting position.of each successive stroke but not ,as ,to its ,

. .shape'or direction.. The system can be used for general graphite
c ratters. and pictures. In one-of the exercises used at the Woden
S 1 for introducing the systweanci-Watreward for good performance,
''secret'jpictures of Cars, cartoon characters, rockets, etc. are used
These are Constructed from sequalcesokes fn the same way. as
'characters, but with the order of strOkes.chosen.sucti that the °Veen

..

tt,
being draw
completed. The loresentIsystem_could thus be used for practice of hinesik,

1,01oes not be come clear until most of the strokes have.b

and-ilapanese characters{; but does not take acco.int of the varying
w

, . stroke thickness sometimes employed with these characters, f6 allow
practice with variable thickness strokes, a modified pen is being
constructed which will give a toptintiobs reading of pen pressure r they
than simply 'pen up'('p'en downy.' Different thickness lines will b drawn
-on the graphic display-under the;pen tip according to the pen pressure
on the display surface. ,... .

'Other techniques'develoPed at the Woden.SchoOl which are relevant to.
the-current:application include those employed .for teaching of sight
words (Lally, 1981) and of.sound/sym6O1 associations (using both
Individual letters and letter groups). Inone exercise, the symbols or
words to be recognised,e-draWn do a translucent overlay with large
buttons'un4erneath. Digitised speech is used to give directions to
students. A student might be asked to press on a given symbol or word,
fir example. -Learning is enhanced through appropriate feedbick on
performance and repeated presentations of symbols which are not recognised
correctly. A new device constructed-in the Department of Engineering
Phy s consist of a graphic eisplay'screen,(256 by 256 resolution)
witha pre activated digitiser panel of the display. This
device,will e much more.flexible than the current 'button box' because
it wilt, be ssibla to draw rapidly any subset (of, say, '16 characters)
being learne to_askthe student to press on one or other of the
characters ditplayed-and to register which character was selected. This
'type of-approach will allow exercises *which are better suited_ to the
Intellectual abilities of tertiary students than would an overlay of
say ,16 characters in-fixed posItions: High quality dtgitised speech
used in.conjunction with such-exercises would also help students to '

improve their punctuation. _

Discussions with the ANU!s Department of Chinese Pave identified several
pote tial benefits of computer-aided learning in this area. There is
'a la e'number of-characters to he learnt and practice at synthesising

1. -
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Patterns tends to ha4a positive effect on ability to recognise those
-same'patterns:- The computer-aided-Methods for teaching sound/symbol
associations would drawing exercises and offer an interesting

2alterniiivi.to existing mikhods. Systems developed at the Woden School
are being adapted for the puovose of teaching ANU students to draw and
recognise Chines. characters, with. the objective of conducting limited
trials during the 1981 academic year.-
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CAL IN 'THE TEACHING OF STATISTICS

Hugh 142hon

A According to Mr Mahon, students entering tectiareducation.tOday
L- are on the-one hantmore sophisticated in their lack of feir of , -

computers, but on the other hand .insufficiently grounded in basic
4 mathematics, even for the relatively simple statistics Which they

must use in many .of the natural and social sciences., There 'are,
for example, many concepts-which are counter-intuitive and may
therefore be proved only by mathematical methods:

For some sudents, a mathematical proof fails to get the concept
"\aeross;Jor these people the only way,in the past was to carry oqt

a arge-number of observations, such as recording the results of
tos.ing two coins repetitively. Microiomputers can simulate a
large umber-of events or' observations and quickly give frequency
distributions.

commMr -Mahon ences his course by asking his studentt to carry out
some_physical 'measurement or observation twenty to thirty amel,
and then to. repeat the operation using a microprocessor. A micro-
processor can also be used to demonstrate what happens to a
distribution when the parameters are varied. Mr Mahon uses this
facility regulaily.
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CAI IN THE, TEACHING OF ENGINEERING

*gin

.

tr

ilregin'described tin's/ the.Tertiery Education ReiearCh Centre (TERC)
at the University of Crew, South Wales has responded to requests from
4lecturers in the ScOotil of Engineering for assistance with course
design,. Teachers of engineering were seeking a method of simulating
conditions-encounteied.by enginier-in the field,,a 'problem which
readily lends itself to solution:by computers, yet would.be almost
Impossible-using-060 methods, -

Reasons-giVen-byf-Mr-Ma0.47for using CAI included the'efficieney of
the process; its effectiveness in imptoving learning, its ability
V3 extend 14boratoryexperienCes14and_the_oppoctunIty-i-t-p.rovIdes7--,.
for filling aps 'In the curriculum. ,

Mr Magin also pointed out,that,computers have theladvantage of being
able to provide instant dita.prodUction, ihms.enabling'stddents to .

concentrate-on other aspects of exgerimentatron.
!

,
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CAIRITERS AND ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE

Michael .Cook ,

_

1 n 'this:paper, Dr.Cook,described the development of CAL as a substitute

for teachers and books, He reminded the audience that programmed
textS_preceded computers and listed someof the features of this form
of teaching: - 1-

Dr Cook alsoaddressed the questionof how one might replace a teacher
with,a computer_andwhat particular advantages computer-assisted
learning:may have over-the older. programmed texts. The difficulty
withthese,:he claimed,_was,thai thdy tended to follow a standard
format. There was an implicit assumption -that all questions haim
answers that-require citiite simple,choices,-or that answers may be

either right or.wrong: In addition, any training effected by
-programmed texts tended,to be-strittly linear. ° To a certain extent

this trmitation also. applies to CAL, according to Dr_Cook. At least

a book allows some ideosyncratic scanning either forward or backward:

Dr Cook also,pointed out that although most methods of programmed
- learning cater for a range of levels of treatment, CAL allows more.

sophisticatedoptions to be offered. An additional problem is that
whereas inynormall education a teacher can make allowances for
partial learning,-thi-s is very difficult .to do with programmed

instruction..

Dr Cook asked whether this is the type of knowledge structure we

really want. He concluded by stating that_if we are seeking computers
with an expert knowledge ofthe subject to be taught, it will be
necessary todevelop much more complex computers.

56. 4
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Robin Stanton

NTELLIOEKE AND CAL

Dr Stariton discusied-the, problems associated with the. encoding of

knowledge in computer program-and reminded the audience that

while'some sciplines lend themselves to this type of coding,
-others do- t. Machines-which,pre much more intelligent-than.'

current o are needed-before they,(4fi able to use normal language
:and.demonstttate the-qualities of an expert in the subject.

He asked what type of prOgramm'ould be needed fo real CAL. This

is e_particularly,important,question.when there are many legitimate
wayi-of,tackling the same problem. Dr Stanton also referred to the
difficulty of representing a range of the va. -rious-meamings

.

associtt0- With a particular word. ,, .

*
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MUSING REMARKS

icgtryI% 41,40ie.

. ---

-Traditionally thejunctlowof4-univers ify has been taken to be, in. _

Coneise*terma;tagenerate.--and to transmit knowledge. ,Whilst we relate
generation Of-knowledge-to:Lresearch, we can analogously associate--
,transmisson of_knOwiedge:with teaching, although both teaching and
research- COristi t,Slie 'the , I earn ing" process.

. ..

Nobody can,,doubt the tremendous effect of electronic digital computers_
lesearc,r rst n t e p 9s ca sc ences and

.mathematiOs by,means-of arithmetic*conducted with a speed and endurance
far surpassing,_ for a single major machine of recent design, the total .

arithmetical- capacitrof all human beings who have ever-lived. During:_

the past decade the impaCt oUthese-computers-and their miniature-
counterpartsalike has; been felt across -all the breadth of disciplines \:-

of a modern university, such that tr department of Engliih,'for Instance, \
has sought to revive enrolment by honours students (and-incidentallrto,_'
enhance the vocational" skills'of its graduands)-by devising projects
en literary analysis involving use orcomputers:' The capabitity_Of
Computers for such taiks'depends on the procescing and storage of
information nmuch_mare -thari an apparently numerical mannep.

. _

We can compare the storage capacity of various devices in thetable
below. The figures demonstrate-that a human brain has potentially-a,
capacity, "that._ Is by comparison with the-other means-of storing
informati Yet many-experienced teachers may have difiicUltyjn,
reconciling

.

al 'capacity of their students with, the content
,

, ..

of even- a* s, 11 ..

Table

DEVICE .

typical book ,-.

floppy disk (compute accessory),

large (fixed) disk (computer accessory

optical,disk (under development)

largest encyclopaedia

largest magneiic cartridge (computer accessory)

national archives (USA)

human

COMPARISONOF
(ALPHABETIC "OR NUM
MEANS OF STORING INFO

ERMS'OF MILLIONS OF
RACTERS, OF VARIOUS

,CAPACITY.'

1,3

25

12 500.000,

12 500 000:,

2f0 000 060.

12 _500 000 IMO._

125-000 000 00.

_

Assuming that uniVersity_itudents inherently, possess this effeetively
infinite capacity to.absorb,knowledge, then one has to admit that a
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Tmajor-problem of educati-onal-effeciiveness arises in the process of,

transmission and assimilation of knowledge. Actually mere absorption

of inforMation is not a proper; dytational objective. Any academic

discipline, whether, in Ipure/or subject, has the intent

for' the student not only to squire knowledge, by 'commitment to memory,

-but also-to learn both methods of analysis and skills characteristic
of that discipline. ,Tradit onal pedagogical methods at the university

level have included the;'s ndriand-deliver3lecture,,Self-study or
reading designated texts,.andthe tutorial or dialogue approach, in
addition:to.practicakciasies, in different combinations depending on
the philibsophY.of the discipline.and the.surrounding,society at a
particular time and place. We cannot,be,pertain_that these traditional

methods-are the most.effective for all students (the colledlion of
individual-persons).in all-disciplines: .0n the contrary, we have
continual,proof,of.the fallibility of these,methods in every set of

examination results.

,'Irheatternethods,more recently developed, involving teaching
machines., 'programMed-learning.texts, use of audio-visual aids and,
computer-assisted instruction,-undoubtedly have, and will have proved,

'a legitimate role in the,teaChing process, in some cases supplementing,
in others,supOianting, aspects of traditional methods. As academic

prattitionerS we have the duty to-become:aware of, to investigate these
OnovationOor teaching, andNto apply them appropriately. The computer

figs incontrovertibly, insinuated its influence into the research and

administrative components of the activities of academic staff;-the
teaching component cannot remain-isolated from such a restive power.

There has been ti. fear that such technological discoveries will permit
. a rarge7Scale replacement ofacaderilic staff-by machines. Because our

- students, retaining human qualities and properties, will continue to
need the human guidance and inspiration that no machine can impart,
these fears lack toundation. The most drastic changes that one can

envisage are the re-alignment of boundariesbetween traditional subject
areas, the incumbent revision of approaches to teaching the re-organised

bodies of knowledge, and the -formulation -of methods of use of the

knowledge. Yet these aspects ire but one facet of the progress of our
civilisation, notto-be opposerbut rather to be embraced, as the
technological revotiation affects educational practice as much as any

other activities of mankind.

Our symposium on bringing ,computers into.college and unlverSity teaching

has served the purpose f creating or intensifying an awareness in the

pazticipants (and' in t â readers of these proceedings) of how the

co4uter ;s rently used by some of our innovative colleagues,

in, a great diversity of disciplines, to improve not only the skills of
their students ,and the breadth of their learning experience but'ilso
their recognition of the ,computer as a vital force within our dynamic

society.

.?
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